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Summary
Since our first venture to the Southern Highlands, the original team members had
been harbouring thoughts of a return. Multiple unexplored leads left in 2011
remained so, and the looming uncharted Darai Plateau was calling us. We had
always intended to open the expedition to a wider circle of cavers. What's more, the
people of Fogoma'iu were extremely keen that we visit again: their continual question
in the final days of PNG 2011 was "When will you be back?"
We again enjoyed the wonderful hospitality of our Kosuan hosts in 2015. From the
instant our Twin Otter landed on the grass airstrip, the village was out in force to
greet us with full regalia, costume and drums. Most of the local faces from our last
expedition were here again, but in the anticipation of our return, an even larger
village group became involved in the 2015 expedition. Other Kosua tribespeople
from the nearby villages of Talilsu and Sienne Falls also joined.
The expedition's success was reliant on local support for accommodation, food,
guiding, portering and finding caves, and we are grateful to the Kosuan people for
helping us and keeping us safe for the duration.
The growth in expedition
membership for PNG
2015 posed some extra
logistical challenges, but
also brought opportunity
to cover more ground in
the jungle and on the
plateau during our three
weeks. Many long treks
on steep and difficult
terrain
ended
in
frustration when the
caves at the end of the
trek were not as exciting
as promised, though we were rewarded with some very spectacular passages and a
new cave of 2.8 kilometres.
We are convinced that the approach of using local support is the best way to explore
the Darai Plateau. Pinpointing cave entrances on a map or by aerial reconnaissance
is almost impossible because of the dense tree coverage and undulating surface.
Surveying on foot in the company of the people whose hunting ground this is seems
to us to be the best way of identifying the greatest quantity of cave entrances – one
of which may just turn out to be the route to a Darai Plateau main drain to the
Hegigio River.
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While we didn't find the main drain, we did explore thirty-three caves during PNG
2015, with a surveyed length of just over eight kilometres.
There is certainly more to discover in this region and in the wider central and
southern Darai Plateau. A future expedition here would benefit from local Kosuan
expertise, and an advance trekking expedition of weeks or even months is advised to
methodically search for new entrances. We would be keen to open the expedition to
a caving group based closer to the region – for example Australia or New Zealand –
for whom more regular reconnaissance expeditions might be easier to arrange.
The search for a Darai Plateau master cave continues, and we left Fogoma'iu with
the same friendly question from our hosts: "When will you be back?"

Stephen Macnamara
Expedition Leader, PNG 2015

When?
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The Team
The 2015 expedition team were 14 experienced cavers from Ireland, Britain and
Germany, including 6 veterans of the 2011 expedition. We also enlisted the help of
Paul O’Dowd, an Australian guide and fixer who had accompanied the 2011 team.
With his fluency in Pidgin English, Paul again proved a valuable asset to the team in
negotiating and forging friendships with the Kosuan people.
Séamus Breathnach

Aileen Brown

Una Donoghue

Claire Dunphy

Nick Edwards

Kayleigh Gilkes

Axel Hack

Jack Healy

Éabha Lankford
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Roisín Lindsay

Stephen Macnamara

Brían MacCoitir

Eoghan Mullan

Paul O’Dowd

Stephen Read
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Aims and Objectives
The following aims and objectives were agreed before the expedition.
Aim
1. Establish
relationship
with local
tribes

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

1.5

Objectives
Establish contact and outline objectives with local village
chief/dignitaries. Establish camp in or near village.
Find information from tribespeople about any other caves in
vicinity not visited in 2011.
Accept and return hospitality to foster relationship for future
expeditions.
Support the village through basic medical assistance from
our team, remuneration for guiding and hospitality services,
and donation of equipment at the end of the expedition.
If possible, provide spare seats on charter plane to those in
most need so that they can get to medical assistance in
Mendi/Mt. Hagen (as was the case in 2011).

We established camp again in Fogoma’iu, and because the local people were
already attuned to our needs from the previous expedition, we were quickly able to
communicate our objectives and gather useful information about caves on the Darai
Plateau and closer to the village. We provided what medical help we could (see
appended Medical Report), paid our way in terms of guides and porters, and
donated medical supplies and equipment at the end of the trip.
Spare seats were not available on the return flight because our budget limited us to a
single carry; however there were no urgent medical cases needing a seat.
The endless question locals asked towards the end of the expedition was “When will
you be back?” – and the expedition has certainly cemented relationships to facilitate
future expeditions.
2. Conduct
surface survey
of areas
visited

2.1

If possible, conduct aerial reconnaissance during charter
flight.
2.2 Trek the area around Fogoma’iu with local guides &
information.
2.3 Record GPS coordinates, maps, sketches and photographs
of tracks, waypoints, cave entrances, karst features.
2.4 Re-establish camp closer to promising cave areas and
repeat the process, covering as much ground as possible
within 3 weeks.
As the budget did not stretch to a helicopter, aerial reconnaissance was limited to
what we could achieve in the short charter flight from Mendi. The pilot did oblige us
with a brief fly-by over the Darai Plateau – but jungle coverage prevented us seeing
any particular caves. It did give us a foretaste of how difficult the terrain would be!
Most jungle trekking was focussed on or near the Darai Plateau. Coordinates and
notes were taken. With a group of 15 people, we were able to maximise coverage by
splitting into 3 separate groups, each of those further splitting in 2 subgroups where
possible during the caving day. Several jungle camps were used to bring us closer to
the most promising caving areas, up to 16 km from the village (see Part 4 maps).
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Aim
3. Explore caves

Objectives
3.1 Log all caves visited, noting potential for extensions.
3.2 For significant caves, conduct survey/sketch/photography
and note water and air flows.
3.3 Survey/map all explored caves using GPS, compass,
clinometer and distance ﬁnders. Surveys will be produced
to BCRA Grade 5.
3.4 Follow up major ongoing leads left in Itaki, Tutuku, and
Semetesa.
3.5 Push on to the Darai Plateau to visit 14+ caves noted to the
South East of Albert’s Camp.
3.6 Assess feasibility of direct southward approach to Darai
Plateau from Fogoma'iu village.
3.7 Continue explorations of the ongoing leads and 8 caves
noted close to Willy’s Camp.
34 caves were surveyed this year, with a total surveyed length of 8 km. Significant
previous leads in Itaki, Tutuku and Semetesa were pushed to a conclusion.
Two teams visited the western side of the Darai Plateau, surveying 11 new caves.
Another team visited the northern rim of the plateau, surveying 4 new caves. A
southern approach onto the plateau was ruled out early on, on advice from the
locals. Several days were spent at Willy’s (Obote) Camp, and 6 new caves were
explored.
4. Report on
completed
expedition

4.1

Generate an expedition report, including a summary of all
of the above data and suggestions/priorities for future
expeditions.
4.2 Submit papers to at least 2 caving publications, including
Irish Speleology.
4.3 Present at at least 2 international caving conferences,
including Euro Speleo 2016 (hosted in Yorkshire by The
British Caving Association (BCA) and the European
Speleological Federation (FSE)).
4.4 Photograph and film our experiences and keep video
diaries with interviews to record key events.
4.5 Document cave art, folklore, creation stories, and spiritual
and historical significance of any caves visited.
In addition to this report, the expedition has been covered in Descent caving
magazine, and online caving site Darkness Below. An article is planned for the next
issue of Irish Speleology.
We presented at various events including EuroSpeleo and SUICRO.
5. Promote
5.1 Arrange fundraising “Undiscovered Ireland” lecture series
caving in
to raise profile of spelaeology as an exploration sport and
Ireland
science in Ireland.
5.2 Use local and international media and internet to promote
the expedition and raise the profile of caving.
Two well-attended talks were held in the 2015 Undiscovered Ireland lecture series.
Various other media outlets were used to promote the expedition and caving – see
appendix.
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Expedition Timeline
Date

Activity

12 Dec Team meet at Brisbane airport and fly to Mount Hagen via Port Moresby
13 Dec Travel by road to Mendi
Charter flight from Mendi to Fogoma’iu
Welcome celebrations
“Tok-tok”
15 Dec
Cave near village: Semetesa

14 Dec

16 Dec Caves near village: Tutuku, Itaki
17 Dec All hike to Nasei Camp
Peneane Team

Kowesu Team

Keani Team

18 Dec
Caves: Natene, Hayamene Hike to Kowesu Camp

Hike to Kowesu Camp

19 Dec Hike to Moya

Cave: Urianati

Hike to Aluku Camp

20 Dec Cave searching, no luck

Cave: Korabo 1

Caves: Napi, Aluku

Cave: Korabo 2

Cave: Awanitiki
Hike to Keani Camp

Rest day

Cave: Keani

Hike to Peneane,
21 Dec Caves: Wani, Soiyegini,
Soya
Hike to Chief Aiyoko’s
22 Dec
camp

23 Dec Caves: Hayamene, Natene Cave: Korabo 3

Caves: Orchid, Itona

24 Dec Return to Fogo

Hike to Kabaleki Camp

25 Dec
26 Dec

Christmas at Fogo
Natapere Team
Hayamene Team
Hike to Natapere Cave
Camp

27 Dec Cave: Natapere 1
28 Dec

Return to Fogo

Caves: Natapere 2,
Furakepo Kari

Cave: Kabaleki
Return to Fogo

Hike to Hayamene Camp
Cave: Hayamene
Return to Fogo
Return to Hayamene
Cave: Satoro

Rest in Fogo
Caves near village:
Kalofomaiu, Henamo Fiale
Obote Team

29 Dec Cave: Furakepo Lulu

Cave: Hayamene

Hike to Obote Camp.
Caves: Mefon Karisine,
Meape

30 Dec Return to Fogo

Cave: Hayamene

Caves: Alogomaiu, Siamoti

31 Dec Rest in Fogo

Cave: Natene
Return to Fogo

Caves: Keatebei,
Sekenemo
Return to Fogo

01 Jan Rest day for all
02 Jan Cave near village: Sobase
03 Jan Charter flight to Mendi, Bus to Mount Hagen
06 Jan Flight from Mount Hagen to Port Moresby and on to Brisbane
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Date
(Dec ’15)

15

16 17

18

19 20

Logistics

21 22

23

24 25 26

27

28

29 30 31

Keani

Aluku
Keani
Team

Kabaleki

Kowesu
Kowesu
Team

Peneane

Moya
Natapere
Team

Natapere

Nasei
Obote
Team

Peneane
Team

Obote
Hayamene
Team

Hayamene
Full
Team

Fogoma’iu
Base
Camp
Date
(Dec ’15)

Team
Reshuffle

15

16 17

18

19 20

21 22

14

23

24 25 26

27

28

29 30 31
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To and From Fogoma’iu
We followed a similar travel plan to our previous expedition, taking the least
expensive practical route via Brisbane, Port Moresby, Mount Hagen and Mendi. This
time, we avoided staying in the capital and the high cost of hotels there.
Full expedition team in
Brisbane Airport

Map of Papua New Guinea

We again considered the option of road transport from Mendi to Moro and a day’s
hike from Moro to Fogo. The option was more open to us this time, as we were now
15
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familiar with the route and had potential contacts to meet us in Moro. However we
decided that the risk of injury on such a severe hike before jungle acclimatisation
was too great, and the logistical challenges of splitting the group too complex, so we
opted for two charter flight runs to carry all gear and team members out in the one
day.
Southern Highlands – Terrain to our Final Destination

Mendi Airport

Moro Airport

Fogoma’iu

Hegigio
River
Mt Bosavi
2,507m

We did decide to limit our budget to a single return flight, so we were ready to send
two or three people hiking back to Moro at the end of the expedition. As it happened,
this was unnecessary, because the return cargo was light enough to fit alongside
passengers for the trip back.
Jungle Treks
With a larger group, we could split into 3 separate teams at any one time to cover
more ground. The group stayed together for the first few acclimatisation days, and
the “parting of the fellowship” came on the fourth day after our arrival in Fogo, after
we had spent our first night in the bush, at Nasei camp.
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First night in
the bush at
Nasei Camp

Team Peneane (Una Donoghue, Claire Dunphy, Jack Healy, Éabha Lankford, Roisín
Lindsay, Brían MacCoitir and Stephen Read) had as its target a location up on the
southern rim of the Darai Plateau, which village elders had recommended for its
caving potential. The team spent a week hiking and exploring caves on their route,
before returning to Fogoma’iu.
Team Kowesu (Séamus Breathnach, Axel Hack and Eoghan Mullan) hiked to
Kowesu Camp (also known as Joe’s Camp), where they spent the best part of a
week exploring caves within a day’s hike of that camp.
Team Keani (Aileen Brown, Nick Edwards, Kayleigh Gilkes and Stephen
Macnamara) also hiked to Kowesu, but then continued onto the southwestern edge
of the plateau, where they spent another week traversing karst and dropping pots.
Peneane and Kowesu teams were first to return to Fogoma’iu, on Christmas Eve. A
rest day was allowed for Christmas, after which some team reshuffling saw a new
team heading off to Natapere (Dan’s Camp).
Team Natapere (Séamus Breathnach, Claire Dunphy, Axel Hack, Éabha Lankford,
Roisín Lindsay and Stephen Read) mapped a few further caves a day’s hike south of
Fogoma’iu before returning on 30th December.
Team Hayamene (initially Una Donoghue, Jack Healy, Brían MacCoitir and Eogahn
Mullan, subsequently Aileen Brown, Nick Edwards and Brían MacCoitir) explored
and surveyed the longest cave of the expedition, Hayamene, which was several
hours’ hike from Fogo.
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Team Obote (Una Donoghue, Kayleigh Gilkes, Jack Healy, Stephen Macnamara and
Eoghan Mullan) travelled again to Obote (Willy’s) Camp, to explore several caves
noted in this area during the previous expedition.
Individual team accounts are given in the Appendix, and details of the caves are in
the Cave Exploration section.
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A Brief Report on the People and Family Life at Fogo
Una Donghue
Village Landing Strip
While considering where to begin on this report, the first thing I thought of was the
welcome we all received into the village from when the plane landed on the village
air strip. Thanks to a few locals’ idea and putting it into action, the landing strip was
created by hand by the villagers to allow outsiders like ourselves to venture into their
world. Now today, small charter planes can land and take off safely. What a sight it
must have been for the villagers to have watched the first plane landing?
Our Welcome Party
The ceremony that was held to welcome us into Fogo was very special indeed. I can
only speak for myself on this, but I found the whole thing quite overwhelming. Just
the simple fact of all these villagers coming together to organise this wonderful
welcome party was something else. The first thing you notice is how open and
welcoming all the people are. One of the chiefs who welcomed us spoke about the
women villagers being so happy to have other female company. The women were
looking forward to spending time with us, sharing a part of their world with us, having
some fun and exchanging conversation.
Home from Home
Moving onto our first contact from arriving at the village was Jack. He built and
owned the large hut which we all called home while we were there. Jack had altered
his house for us and moved into his storage hut while we were there. Jack himself
has a young wife and child.
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Glad to Help
While we were there, Jack’s child was ill. His wife asked us for help so we listened to
what was wrong with the child through gestures and translating English to Pidgin
English. Being able to help someone or be useful in some way means a lot and this
was just one incident which the team was able to help with and gain positive results
from. Other times it was just giving attention and placing a sticky band aid on
someone that made them feel special too. Along the way a number of incidents
happened where locals got bitten on the foot. If it was not clear what had bitten them,
they would assume it was a lethal bite from a snake and life was a 50/50 bet.
Thankfully no one was seriously ill while we were there. Our team were able to help
a good number of locals with various ailments and the locals were very much
appreciative of the medical help. I had been told of a women passing away from
childbirth and another person dying from injuries sustained from boar tusks. From
talking to one of the chief’s sons, health or medicine is one of the reasons why the
villagers would consider having a road built into their land. This would mean quicker
access to medical attention.
Nature / Nurture
The flip side of this potential road being built is that it would be as a result of mining
or logging companies coming into the area whose only real interest is to gain access
to resources and make plenty of money. There are tough decisions to be made for
the future of these villagers. What way do you go about getting what you need for
your people? Thankfully they do seem to consider other options for village income
that could make their lives a bit easier, for example, eco tourism and trail guides. It
would certainly be a huge loss should logging or mining take place in the area. What
makes this place special is the fact that it’s remote and that the villagers are still
connected to nature because they depend on it for survival. Outsiders in most cases
are disconnected from nature, they do not depend on it the way remote villagers do
and we can easily introduce this disconnection. Depending totally on money would
be taking steps backwards. Health and education are things that people shouldn’t
have to sacrifice their land, heritage or way of life for.
Having a Laugh
There is nothing quite like a sense of humour to break down barriers and this trip had
its fair share. The villagers love nothing more than to have a good giggle and I think
we all gave them something to giggle about at some point. The young children who
were hanging around seemed to be enjoying the spectacle of us getting our daily
chores out of the way. Kids aged 3 to 6 were out hunting for fun or swimming the
local river which is by no means a calm stream. These children swim through the
heavy flow onto the other side of the river and using the fast current to ferry glide
back over again. Or go fishing very early in the morning so as to catch the fish while
still docile. Swimming is second nature to these youngsters. One young lad about
the age of 9 caught himself breakfast for the following morning. It was a snake.
Small children would follow on the trails while cutting their own path with machetes.
Laughter was often heard from far ahead on the trail, as the locals from Fogo would
use the Kosuan language to take the proverbial out of the youngsters who spoke
Pidgin English. Or on occasions you would hear singing up ahead where one of the
guides would be missing a dog. To help the dog find its way back, the dog’s owner
21
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would make up a song about his missing dog, until finally there would be a
responsive bark and a happy dog glad to find its boss. The youngest helpers we had
enjoyed mimicking each other, they would get great craic out of us mimicking them.
One particular Chief had a wonderful sense of humour and even found someone
special to demonstrate it on. I wouldn’t like to mention any names Eoghan Mullan,
but I recon poor Eoghan was suffering from severe dehydration due to the amount of
piss taking he received. So yeah, humour breaks down barriers.
Having set up camp at Bosavi and needing support from an extra bit of rope to hold
up certain peoples trees while hammocks where attached, the tail end was
presented to the locals as an opportunity to play skipping. This was used with great
enthusiasm until it was too dark and people had to return to evening duties. I could
mention that the locals love nothing more than to kick a soccer ball around the
school pitch for a bit of fun, but you soon realise they take their game very seriously
indeed. Last but not least, when all else failed – making fart noises always worked a
treat. Well it did for me anyway. There is nothing quite like a large bunch of kids
laughing and giggling while looking at you in wonder as you crack them up with fart
noises. The best smiles in the world!
Creativity
Fogo has a number of examples spread around which show off Child’s Drawings
cave art or wall carvings along with the stories that go with
them. As we made our way through parts of the forest, our
guides were able to show us these places which were located at
the base of cliffs where shelter was provided. The wall carvings
had a theme which seemed to be shared over other sites. That
was, young women who were single and looking to be paired off
with a young man would stay in these areas until they met a
suitable match or were chosen by a man. Fertility carvings also
seemed to be common among these locations.
Other areas which demonstrated creativity would be from
ceremonial head dress. Each individual has their own style
which represents who they are and what village they come
from. A lot of time is spent preparing these ceremonial outfits,
gathering the materials from the forest and then arranging them
in a suitable order. With regards to musical creativity, it is mostly
in the area of ceremonials. Depending on what tribe you’re from
would also depend on your method of instrument. In Fogo, the
men use a drum and the women would either sing or use shakers. The tribe in the
next village may differ by where the men would sing to each other and the women
would remain the same. So each tribe looks and does something different.
Families and the Camps
Travelling from our base camp at Fogomiu, we all had a small team of locals to
either porter or guide us. The guides tended to be those who were either land
owners or elder respected members of the community or if you were lucky, your
guide was a chief.
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The other villages that surround Fogo helped when it came to numbers in each
exploration team. Some Fogo villagers had family members living in the other
villages due to marriage mostly. Brothers and sisters live their lives in different
villages and come together on special occasions. Albert from Wasi camp who was
one of the elder respected members living in the next village had a sister in Fogo
named Kabuseea who would have helped feed the guides at one point or another.
She would have spent time at Albert’s Wasi camp teaching me some of the local
names and places. Like for example the river in which we got welcomed on going
into Wasi was called Arryarrow, which was a wonderful spot because we got to jump
off the bridge and cool down for a bit. Absolute Bliss.
One of the most memorable ceremonial welcomes onto a new village was the whack
over the head with a long leaf. By none other than Esta who was the wife of Patrick
one of our guides from Talesu. Esta also has brothers named Joel, Jack and
Bucksen who also owned land and were some of our guides, their mother married
again after their father died. Jack is the person whose hut we all stayed in back in
Fogo village. They are all a wonderful family. Chief Aiyoko was with us for one of the
trips located at Moya camp and he has a son named Nick who was one of the
respected elders of Fogo village. Nick’s son Petersen was also one of our porters on
that trip along with Annie, Beblyn, Comsan, Jasen, Simon, Sam and Sine.

A young mother named Vivian who also spent time teaching me some words had a
little baby boy named Kitana who looked about 6 months old. Her mother Jennifer
stays nearby to lend a hand with the upbringing of her grandchild – which is very
common among the females of the families, especially when it comes to child birth
and helping with nursing while mother is away collecting firewood or finding food.
Vivian is a wonderful first time mother. She is doing a great job like so many other
women in the area. I was fortunate enough to be able to help with a minor complaint
that Vivian’s little baby had, which was heat rash all over the back and arms and
neck. Keeping cool and drying the areas affected seemed to work well and the rash
was gone after a few days. Some of the other women in the same village were
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Marolyn, Josephine who also had a baby named Crann. There was baby Errato who
was being looked after by his grandmother Maria. Little girls who could certainly look
after themselves were there also, named Mensee and Ouncey, Ceelo, Jackaleen
and Jetheren.

Chief Willy from Talisu was one of the chiefs we came to be familiar with. While
staying at camp with Willy he was able to tell us of his own family. He himself was
the first born to his dad Chief Wakitu and his mother Maupeya. Chief Wakitu also
had a second wife named Salomee. Willy’s first wife Watee from Talisu had a son
and daughter called Junior and Julie. Willy’s new second wife Myna was a widow
with her son Comson, she now has a child with Willy named Lucy. Our local Pastor
Josep was father to one of our guides named Tom who had a number of siblings all
with bible names. The bible has given quite a lot of first names for people to use. It’s
only with older generations would you find more traditional names. Any names I have
written down of the traditional kind are spelled phonetically.
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Language
Some words I have gathered from my time spent at the camps – written as they
sound.
Sun time (daytime) = Eerry Galo = or
good Day in Fogo = Eeky Larlay
Bamboo = Coona
Afternoon = Carrow na bro
Big Night (goodnight) = New goo ra bo
Sun = Obo, Burn = Cabo
Trees = Eee
House = Quan ea
Feet = An a too
Hunting = Tea e air ea
Teacher = War low sen ee
Bird = Moo shin ee
Ant = Abroll see ye

Sago = Manee
Morning = Gee a bro na bro
Goodnight = Ya bro dena na bro
I am tired = New jee hope o bee
Moon = Coon ee
Water = Han o
Funny = Ah gour agh
Fish = Too loo
School = Sue grew (same as Sugru)
Mosquitoes = Carna
Gecko = Dan gue
Type of tree = Sac a beh lee
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Kosua Politics & Tok-Tok

Stephen Macnamara

Most decisions in the Kosuan community are made by consensus of the various
family clans, and this leads to long discussions before action. This year’s expedition
was no exception, and our second (and part of our third) day in Fogoma’iu was
reserved for talks.
The tok-tok consisted of a large gathering in the house of the local chief, with all of
the principle clans represented, including from the three main Kosuan villages of
Fogoma’iu, Talisu and Sienna Falls.
First Round, 15 December
With the help of Paul O’Dowd, our communicator, the tok-tok began with 5 members
of the last expedition sitting opposite circa 60 locals, young & old, male & female, in
a dim room. Since the last visit in 2011, they had thought more about tourism, had
set up a community tourism group, and had appointed a spokesman called Chokol a friendly and accommodating man with good English. The tok-tok started with
introductions, shortly after which a schedule of fares was produced covering the
various tourist options the village could provide (e.g. living in village, short treks to
jungle camps, long treks to the volcano crater, scientific expeditions, etc.). They had
compiled the schedule with advice from a regular US visitor to the area who runs his
own (separate) tourist company bringing foreigners to the jungle. It was mostly
reasonable – e.g. entrance fee, daily guide fee, but it did include a huge access fee
of 130 Kina (£30) per visitor per day, which would have wiped our budget in a few
days.
When we told them that this wasn’t feasible for us, there was a lot of discussion and
argument among the clans about what should be done. Some sided with a total
waive of the fee, while others were suggesting that we could only visit for the number
of days we could afford. The culture is extremely democratic: conversations continue
for hours at a time until consensus is reached between all local clans. People are
highly wary of insulting or “putting out” neighbouring clans in this isolated community,
where they will have to rely on help from those clans in future.
Our own interpreter, Paul, tried to gauge the directions of conversations in Kosuan
and Pidgin as they happened. Eventually we negotiated that we would be able to pay
what we had budgeted (that was all the cash we had with us).
Our report from the previous expedition (spiral-bound, 170-page colour book) went a
long way to helping our argument, as we could demonstrate how this had been used
to advertise their village.
Once the amount was agreed, the discussion turned to caving options. Each of the
clans were very keen to host a visit to their own particular parts of the jungle – both
for the honour of a visit, and for the revenue for their guides and porters. With a large
map we had dozens of caves identified within minutes – and routes up onto the
target Darai Plateau. We spent a lot of time writing down cave names, and working
out logistics for long, roundtrip excursions by 3 separate teams. At the end of the day
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one, we had the bones of an itinerary for 3 groups, targeting 3 areas on or close to
the plateau.
Second Round, 16 December
The second day of the tok-tok focused on the logistics of getting the 3 teams to their
locations, and the amount of guides and porters that this would need, rather than the
amount the tribe wished us to take. It took several hours of compromise talks by our
interpreter Paul to settle on a number for each group.
Despite long discussion and argument – sometimes heated between clans – the
roundabout approach to discussions usually leads to broad agreement, amicability
and handshakes at the end.
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Sing-Sing

Éabha Lankford

During the course of our time with the Kosua people we were honoured with many
sing-sing celebrations. Traditionally a sing-sing is performed by tribal members at
special events, such as weddings, welcoming the New Year, etc. Like sean-nós
singing of Irish folklore, the sing-sing is a way for the community to pass down
stories to the next generation and to retell events. Many songs were sung of happy
times but also tragic events were retold. The performances are lively and intense
with distinct roles for men and women.
The songs and stories were often emotional and very moving for members of the
tribe. If a performer moved another person to tears this was a massive sign of
prestige. Other dancers or even those not actively involved in the dance hold
smouldering bits of wood at the back of the performer (and do on occasion
intentionally burn them). This is a manifestation of the strength of emotion the
audience has in response to the performer’s dancing and singing. It is a sign of
appreciation and respect. Many gifted singers/dancers have several scars on their
backs from being burned in this way. It seemed that not all men or women in the
village could participate in the sing-sing by wearing traditional dress or singing. The
reason for this was not clear but the dancers, both men and women, were from
perhaps only two of the family groups.
Several sing-sings were performed for us during the course of the expedition. The
sing-sing was a general term for a celebration/expression though traditional song
and dance in traditional Kosua costume.
Welcome
sing-sing
to the
village
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Farewell/
New Year
sing-sing
(being the
main
events)

Smaller ritual sing-sings were
also performed at an arrival at a
new land boundary or camp
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Traditional Dress of the Men
The men were painted all over with red pigment from a local plant with sections of
the body and face painted with black. These geometric black shapes with a white
outline were typically on the face, chest, knees, forearm and shin, shoulder to breast.
Most of the symbols were standardised however there was variation on the chest
symbol (possibly to identify family on locality).
The plant used
to make the red
pigment

The ceremonial dress consisted of a
large ‘loin cloth’ tied around the waist,
a bilum bag tied at the neck worn
hanging down to the back of the
knees, a ‘halter/harness’ around the
waist. This supported the large
woven reed tail, which was tipped
with large hollow seeds which
‘clacked’ as the man danced. Large
colourful leaves are also tucked into
the back of the belt, almost like
feathers. A piece of woven ropes
worn wrapped around the shoulders
and chest and a large elaborate
headpiece.
The headpiece was made of stiff
white feathers, creating a sort of halo
effect. Some of these feathers were
from birds of paradise, perhaps the
greater or Raggiana bird of paradise.
Some of the more valuable feathers
were placed on a long vine in the
centre at the top of the headdress, this swung forward and backward in an arc over
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the dancer’s head. Bracelets decorated with paint and feathers were worn at the
bicep, wrists and ankles.
They carried a long narrow drum called a ‘kundu’. This is a hollowed out branch of
hardwood, with stretched snake skin over one end. They are highly decorated. The
sound is produced by tapping or ‘tacking’ the fingers against the beads of wax which
are moved around the surface of the snake skin to alter the tone of the drum.
Traditional Dress of the Women
The women’s ceremonial dress was also detailed
and impressive yet not as complex and intricate
as the men’s. They wore a grass skirt over a bilum
skirt, simpler headpiece consisting of black
cassowary feathers at the forehead, bilum rope
wrapped around shoulders and chest, and a
smaller bilum bag hung down their back that tied
around the neck. They also painted their faces
and body with dots and shapes. The women
carried small hand held ‘shakers’ as percussion
instruments.
Some women had their breasts exposed while
others covered their breasts. Women could only
opt to be bare-chested if they were a married
women/mother. Unmarried virgins covered their
breasts with a bra (these were western style bras
and the only part of the costume that wasn’t
native, which makes one question if this tradition
is a more recent influence of the missionaries).
Married women could however choose to cover
their breasts but were not required to do so.
Welcome Sing-sing
The opening sing-sing was in a style similar to that experienced throughout the
expedition when the group arrived at a new camp. Two male performers (Sanex and
Albert) accompanied by a group of women and some young female children. When
arriving at Fogoma’iu and other camps members of the expedition were asked to line
up in single file. People who had been there before taking precedence over
newcomers. All had to pass under an arch before being lead in procession to the
camp. An arena had been constructed for the performers. Most of the performance
centred on the male dance, with women taking a secondary role. At times the men
and women danced in separate, distinct groups. Expedition members were
encouraged to join in.
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Farewell Sing-sing
The Village organised a farewell sing-sing which also coincided with New Year’s
celebrations which was a significant event. Peoples of the Kosua tribe from the
neighbouring area came to Fogama’iu, from Talasu and Seni Falls. The basketball
court, being a large, open and level space, was used as the venue for the event. The
evening consisted of three different stages of sing-sing. The opening phase was that
of the women’s dance; this was only women and was a relaxed atmosphere. The
second phase was more intense, this was an army of around 15 men, entering in a
column two abreast entering the pitch. The third section was also led by the men but
women also took part in a secondary role to encourage the men. Fires were burning
in the peripheries and many local tribes men were walking around with lit torches.
For all dances the torches were held above the performer’s heads at times, they
were expected to ignore the burning flames. A viewing platform of benches was
constructed for the expedition members to watch from the side-lines.
First Sing-sing: The Women’s Dance.
Twenty to thirty women dressed in traditional costumes entered cheering with shrill
calls, they came together in small groups. The songs were melodic and rhythmical.
The women’s songs were sung in the style of a round or cannon. Each group of
women typically consisted of 4 or 6. One woman would lead the song. There were
versus and chorus of sorts. As the lead singer would begin the verse a line would be
sung and the rest of the group would repeat it half way through in unison. The chorus
is sung either as cannon or in unison by the entire group including the main vocalist.
Typically the chorus would be ‘Nabro’ (meaning good/happy) repeated two or three
times at varying pitch, for any of the positive songs. In the absence of a chorus the
word or phrase of the verse would be repeated. The songs were a way of
storytelling. After each song some of the women tried to explain the meaning of the
song. They had also written some of the songs especially about us, as a way of
celebrating our time together.
The female group may hold hands, typically the lead vocalist on the far right edge. A
loose semi-circle is formed. The rhythm and pace of the song set by the
accompanied dance. The dance of the Kosua tribe is inspired by the cassowary.
The women hold hands loosely in a semicircle. Feet are hip distance apart as the
semicircle moves together in a swaying motion, leading with the right foot. Standing
feet hip distance apart with knees slightly bent, the right knee bends as the left foot is
brought behind the right, this is repeated with the right foot, as the right foot is
brought back to the group it is moves to the right. All singers are barefoot; being
barefoot seemed to help with the fluidity of the dancing as the soil is kicked behind
(like the bird).
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Second sing-sing: Men’s Dance
The Second part of the sing-sing was the men’s dance. The men were an impressive
sight as they paraded into view from the village, beating their drums and singing,
bouncing from foot to foot in time with the beat of the drum. The male sing-sing was
a more powerful and dramatic spectacle. They came in procession to the arena two
abreast beating their drums in unison, like a show of strength. The column stopped
every couple of beat before continuing again.
After a while the men scattered and danced individually. They danced on the spot,
mimicking the cassowary. They would then travel with some speed using the same
foot movement across the arena as they sung danced and played the drums.
Final Sing-sing
The final sing-sing opened similar to the second dance; the men paraded into the
arena. The opening section was very similar to the men’s dance only it progressed to
be more inclusive.
The men were very much the focal point. However, the women took also took part in
this section but as an accompanist role to the men. Women were very much
secondary to the men and their outfits drab in comparison to the elaborate,
flamboyant costumes of the men. Their role was to encourage the men. The women
would circle the men; kicking feet behind them in knees bent position;
whooping/oohing in high pitched tones while circling them, tapping/intimidating
/waving branches in their faces putting them under pressure to perform. The
intention of the men was to ignore the women’s attempts to distract them or put them
off. The men were required to stay focused, paying no attention to the whelping
women surrounding them.
At times in the performance of the men’s dance a call would be given and the paired
performers would come together 2 abreast in a column and parade around; travelling
forward and backwards, snaking around the arena. Everyone was encouraged to join
in at this point. Eventually the line of dancers would end up in two rows, facing each
other in the centre of the arena. Everyone bounced on the spot until the men gave a
low shout to signify the end of that dance. This would then stop abruptly with the
performers scattering once more or taking a break.
Towards the end of the evening many men had stopped dancing and several soloists
were left.
Women once again came together to perform the women’s dance of the side-lines
as men took centre stage in the field/arena as the performances become more
informal and continued well after the expedition members had gone to bed around
3am.
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Expedition Member’s Involvement
Members of the expedition were encouraged to join in. Particularly in the opening
women’s dance and in the group columns of the final sing-sing. The women were
very welcoming and enjoyed teaching us the songs and stories. Several women from
the expedition were dressed up by the women with loaned costumes to the
amusement of the locals.
Personal Experience
It was several hours into the sing-sing and sometime into the early hours of the
morning. I was high on adrenalin and I could feel my heart pumping, beating to the
sound of the drums in the distance where the men were performing. Women were
chanting, I was chanting, singing a song I didn’t know, a language I couldn’t
understand. It felt like I was in a dream, a trance; I lost all sense of time. Two women
held my hands firmly either side of me as we danced, moving together as one. I was
concentrating on the words sung by the lead woman, trying to catch every word and
perfect my pronunciation with each line and keep the rhythm of the dance. They
were encouraging me, helping me, they wanted to teach me, share their beautiful
tradition with me. Suddenly someone clasped their arms around my neck as I heard
a whaling cry. I was startled but I kept dancing, I didn’t know what to do. The girl to
the right of me held my gaze intensely as if to say “Don’t Stop!” as she continued to
sing the lyrics with me.… “Carr-y-may Carr-y-may Naa-bro-Naa-bro” Someone was
hanging out of me, a piecing cry in my ear. I could feel the weight of the body, It was
a boy, no, a young woman, their hands were so tight around my neck. I felt
vulnerable. I kept singing I kept dancing, she held on to me as she rocked on my
shoulders dragging her feet behind her. People had gathered around us, I could hear
talking, laughing and sobs in the distance but I couldn’t see anything. I couldn’t take
my eyes from the girl on my right singing to me. If I looked away even for a moment I
would lose the flow of the song. There was something so beautiful and intimate
about her gaze as we sang together, so open and honest. I didn’t need to
understand the words I could feel the emotion. After what seemed like an eternity we
stopped singing, it was over. The woman hugged and kissed me, still crying,
explaining to me but I didn’t understand her. A local man appeared beside me with a
flaming torch. He said he would like to burn me. My startled expression made him
laugh. To his further amusement I managed to squeak “No thank you”. The women
crowed around me, taking me back into their embrace as we began to sing again.
I was told afterwards that the woman was brought to tears because I reminded of
when she was a young girl learning the songs and dances, and also by the sheer
enormity of our group visit and the impact it had on the tribe. Our experience would
have been the first of its kind. No previous western white people/women would have
joined in with their dances before me and other expedition members. I feel very
honoured to have experienced that aspect of their culture.
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Overview
Map of Caves Explored in 2015

Caves Explored (Including 2011 Expedition)
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2011
2015

Caves Explored and Surveyed: 2011 and 2015 Expeditions
Name

Approximate Coordinates

Surveyed
Length, m

Surveyed
Depth, m

1

Alogomaiu

6°33.172' S 142°59.829' E

205

35

2

Aluku

6°39.666’ S 143°00.827' E

52

21

3

Awanitiki

6°39.705' S 143°00.486' E

98

18

4

Bei Ulabu

6°34.338’ S 143°00.888’ E

204

6

5

Ekisayaseray

unavailable (near Kikiwari)

120

10

6

Furakepo Kari

6°35.315’ S 143°06.416' E

98

32

7

Furakepo Lulu

6°35.318’ S 143°06.423’ E

147

18

8

Hasawana Serala

6°34.138’ S 143°03.203’ E

332

8

9

Hayamene

6°34.527’ S 143°02.260’ E

2,760

59

10

Henamo Fiale

6°31.401’ S 143°04.176’ E

30

6

11

Himasili

6°33.339’ S 143°02.137’ E

155

11

12

Itaki

6°31.916’ S 143°04.825’ E

1,182

35

13

Itona

6°40.089’ S 142°59.638’ E

35

21

14

Kabaleki

6°39.222’ S 142°57.995’ E

136

35

15

Kalofomaiu

6°31.146’ S 143°04.423’ E

80

22

16

Keani

6°40.286’ S 142°59.290’ E

137

64

17

Keatebei

6°32.084’ S 143°01.153’ E

235

10

18

Kikiwari Ulabu

6°36.419’ S 142°58.485’ E

64

18

19

Korabo 1

6°37.732’ S 142°59.759’ E

149

38

20

Korabo 2

6°37.782’ S 142°59.676’ E

88

53

21

Korabo 3

6°37.923’ S 142°59.417’ E

244

36

22

Manena

6°31.205’ S 143°04.660’ E

251

13

23

Meape

6°33.184’ S 143°00.643’ E

101

7

24

Mefon Karisine 1

6°32.641’ S 143°01.089’ E

550

14

25

Mefon Karisine 2

6°32.676’ S 143°01.163’ E

*

*

26

Napi

6°39.706’ S 143°00.699’ E

136

17

27

Natapere 1

6°35.169’ S 143°06.352’ E

319

15

28

Natapere 2

6°35.156’ S 143°06.409’ E

333

13

29

Natene

6°34.574’ S 143°02.278’ E

1,020

17

30

Natila

6°33.269’ S 143°00.631’ E

156

13
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Approximate Coordinates

Surveyed
Length, m

Surveyed
Depth, m

31

Nomini

6°35.819’ S 142°59.546’ E

173

52

32

Obote

Unavailable

102

50

33

Orchid

6°39.855’ S 142°59.547’ E

*

*

34

Parobe

6°31.446’ S 143°04.758’ E

56

20

35

Pokabi

6°34.727’ S 142°59.756’ E

392

50

36

Satoro

6°34.705’ S 143°02.066’ E

162

10

37

Sawei

6°34.371’ S 143°02.886’ E

144

4

38

Sekenamo

6°32.142’ S 143°01.082’ E

*

*

39

Semetesa

6°30.502' S 143°04.311' E

504

16

40

Siamoti
(Sayamelegi)

6°33.134’ S 142°59.732’E

325

10

41

Sobase

6°31.263’ S 143°04.979’ E

113

15

42

Soiyegini

6°36.154’ S 143°03.756’ E

161

11

43

Soya

6°36.174’ S 143°02.986’ E

143

26

44

Tutuku

6°32.729' S 143°05.280' E

452

17

45

Tauwaremano

6°31.187’ S 143°04.514’ E

362

32

46

Urianati

6 37.180’ S 142 58.492’ E

415

81

47

Wani

6 36.201’ S 143 03.594’ E

117

4

48

Walofani

6°31.364' S 143°05.280' E

488

26

49

Weini

6°35.202' S 142°58.502' E

216

75

50

Yebisakaro

6°30.760’ S 143°05.416’ E

281

13

51

You

unavailable

706

28

Totals 2011 expedition (24 caves)

6,674

545

Totals 2015 expedition (33 caves)

8,065

660

14,739

1,205

COMBINED TOTAL (51 caves)

*Caves not surveyed, sketch only
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Individual Team Trips
The following pages summarise the camps and caving areas visited by the three
different teams working in parallel. Futher detail is provided in diary extracts in the
appendix. Cave surveys are appended to this report. For surveys from the previous
expedition, see the 2011 report.

Fogoma’iu
As part of the acclimatisation, the first two days were spent exploring caves near the
village which had ongoing leads from the 2011 expedition. Further caves near the
village were also explored on rest days between the extended trips to the jungle and
on the return of all teams to the village.
Caves Explored near Fogoma’iu Village
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Peneane
Peneane Camp was targeted for its location on the southern rim of the Darai
Plateau, and recommendations from the local elders of caves in the region. It turned
out to be a traditional hunting camp rock shelter with three caves within 10 minutes’
walk of camp: Soya, Soiyegini and Wani. All three caves had reasonably large
entrance, all three were full of flying foxes, but unfortunately all three petered out
after 150-200 metres with no potential leads.
However Hayamene was explored on route to Peneane and provided multiple
stopmping passageways which required subsequent trips and teams to finish (see
later Hayamene report).
Caves Explored by Peneane Team
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Kowesu
Kowesu Camp (Joe’s Camp) was identified as a potential target from the 2011
expedition. While the 2011 team were staying at nearby Albert’s Camp, Joe had
recommended the caving potential of his camp closer to the plateau and had listed
off several cave names there.
The Kowesu team explored four caves and two short pots. One of these had an
underground lake apparently used to cure a variety of medical ailments by bathing in
it. One substanial lead, Urianati, was left in the area. During the initial visit it was
surveyed to over 350 metres, but due time restrictions an active streamway and side
passage was left unsurveyed and unexplored.
Caves Explored by Kowesu Team
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Keani
Keani Camp had exciting potential as the highest camp on the Darai Plateau. At
least 2 large caves were remembered by village elders from their earlier hunting
days.
At Keani, one of the intended caves could not be found by our guides, but the team
was taken to another, also referred to as Keani cave. The large entrance led to an
impressive 41-metre pitch which dropped into a light-swallowing chamber. However
all hopes for “the big one” were dashed after a short crawl and a further pitch led to a
too tight hole which would require digging. However other caves with potential were
found in the area. Kabaleki was explored on the return from Keani. Due to time
constraints possible continuations were left unexplored.
Caves Explored by Keani Team
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Natapere
Natapere camp (Dan’s camp) was the location of the cave that lured the original
expedition to the Kosua’s land, Natapere cave, which was explored by Tim Fogg and
Dan back in 2008 with the BBC while filming ‘The Lost Land of the Volcano’ series.
The 2011 team had been unable to visit the impressive entrance, which served as a
camp site for this year’s team. The excitement of reachiing the cave was quickly
dampened, when a few huntered metres inside the cave, the limit of exploration was
reached and no futher progress could be made. Other caves of similar dimensions
were explored, but the most interesting was a river cave (Natapere 2) which was
reasonably complex and out of character for the area.
Caves Explored by Natapere Team
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Hayamene
After the initial trip into Hayamene, three subsequent teams returned to push and
explore the remainder of the cave. After many trips most of the leads had terminated
at either sumps or possible dig sites and the cave had yielded 2.8 kilometres of
passageway – by far the longest cave found of either 2011 or 2015 expeditions.
The cave is close to previously explored Natene which was extended in 2015, and a
further, short cave.
Caves Explored by Hayamene Team
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Obote
Obote camp had been visited by the 2011 expedition, but since then new caves had
been located on his land. Of the six caves explored the most substantial was
Alogomaiu, which was entered after descending into a large shakehole. Upstream in
the shakehole was left unexplored, while downstream passed through large bat-filled
chambers and small crawls to re-emerge on the other side of the pinnacle. The
upstream entrance appears promising and is worth a revisit.
Caves Explored by Obote Team
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Geology and Caving Potential
The geology of the area is discussed in the 2011 report and in Irish Speleology Issue
21.
In the geological map below, the area explored in 2016 is boxed in white. Yellow
represents limestone, and pinks represent volcanic flows from Mount Bosavi to the
west. Some megadolines in the Darai Plateau are shown as red circles south of the
area explored.
The same region is displayed overleaf on a terrain map, where the relief of the Darai
Plateau is more visible (shown in dotted yellow).

Geological Map Showing Area Explored
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Terrain Map Showing Area Explored

The explored area (white box) is zoomed overleaf.
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Geological Zoom with Cave Overlay

Terrain Zoom with Cave Overlay
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Most of the caves explored in the 2015 expedition had similar characteristics to
those in 2011: large entrances which quickly degenerated to small, impassable
passage. It is thought that the caves are quite immature and formed in a relatively
short timeframe by large volumes of water.
One area did seem to show greater potential for horizontal development. It was a
few hours’ hike southwest of Fogoma’iu, and contained Hayamene and Natene
caves, respectively the longest and third longest caves found. The caves are very
close and probably could be connected by digging or diving.
On the Darai Plateau, the few caves explored were mainly vertical but also appeared
not very well developed, soon becoming constricted and choked. It is noted that
caves are extremely difficult to spot in this forested, pinnacle karst terrain: at least 2
caves found by locals some years ago could not be relocated. This said, at least
another 2 new caves were found while looking for the intended caves. This suggests
that a methodical search of the karst should readily yield further cave entrances, and
may give access to a horizontal system feeding the large resurgences at the Hegigio
River. However, such a methodical search would be extremely difficult and time
intensive to coordinate – probably requiring many weeks of preparatory trekking with
local help.
The locals did speak of a massive doline further south in the plateau – much larger
than any explored on this expedition; this may be the doline previously explored by
the French (ref. H. Beck’s book “Beneath The Cloud Forests”), or a new doline. Only
a future expedition would tell.
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Introduction and Team Medics
In a similar format to the 2011 expedition, we commenced the 2015 expedition with
two medics – Brian MacCoitir and Seamus Breathnach, both WEMTs with
experience from the last trip to the jungle. First aid equipment was packed and
prepared to cater for two teams in remote camps. After the first few days in the
village however, it was clear that a third team would be required at another remote
camp, and Kayleigh Gilkes took over the role as the third expedition medic. Kayleigh
is a practising vet and first aider and equipment was divided into three and the teams
dispersed accordingly.
Preparation and Prevention
Members of the expedition team attended REC 2/3 first aid training, participated in
personal rope rescue training and attended workshops and sessions on jungle life to
prepare for the time in the bush. During the expedition, all team members were
encouraged to maintain a high standard of personal hygiene due to the risk of
disease transmission while in such close quarters in a tropical wilderness
environment. Hand sanitisers and an antiseptic wash were placed beside any of the
toilet areas to minimise the spread of disease. This was even more important at
some of the remote camps where water was scarce.
The team all took anti-malarials to provide a level of protection against mosquitoborne disease. The majority of the team were on Doxycycline during the course of
the expedition and the daily call to ‘Doxy’ was a requirement even after returning to
Ireland. Depending on the anti-malarial, some required that the dosage commence
beforehand or continue afterwards for a specific period of time.
Vaccinations that were recommended to team members were as follows:
 Japanese Encephalitis,
 Tetanus,
 Typhoid,
 Diphtheria,
 Hepatitis A,
 Hepatitis B,
 Rabies.
With some careful research, some of the team decided against specific vaccines that
were not completely essential and accepted any associated risks.
Lessons Learned from 2011
Preparation for the 2015 PNG expedition began with valuable input and lessons
learned from the 2011 expedition. While much of the same equipment was brought
along, a little fine tuning was done based on previous experiences as detailed below.
Foot Care
During the 2011 expedition, all of the team were affected by varying degrees of foot
rot/trench foot from prolonged periods of wet feet. At the time, the team used the
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same boots for trekking, caving and crossing rivers and it often proved difficult to
always dry footwear in the evenings - foot rot eventually affected everyone.
This time the recommendation to team members was to protect feet as much as
possible. The team brought wellies or specific boots along for caving and for crossing
rivers and kept the hiking boots for day to day trekking. These few simple precautions
resulted in a significant improvement with only a few minor cases of fungal foot rot by
the team.
Medical Supplies
On the 2011 expedition, the team were overwhelmed with the amount of medical
attention sought by, and given to, the tribal members in the villages we visited. With
limited medical supplies, only limited assistance could be provided by the expedition
team.
This time around however, Brian managed to source a large donation of first aid
equipment from the ESB (see image below). The supplies specifically included items
that could be left behind in the village for future use including clean dressings and
antiseptic wipes and fluids. While a little bulky, these supplies proved to be quite
light, and any future expeditions should aim to stock up on plenty of spare first aid
supplies to donate to the village.

A request from the village from our communications with them prior to the expedition
was to bring in some reading glasses glasses with us. So we sourced about two
dozen pairs of reading glasses and we held a clinic to give them to those that needed
them most.
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Medical Encounters
Between all three medics, and other capable team members, the treatment of our
tribal friends became a daily routine. Wounds from machetes or from being out in the
bush were the most frequent complaint, often requiring repeated treatments to
change dressings and promote healing.
It wasn’t uncommon to come across significant infections due to poor wound care.
With a limited supply of antibiotics, frustratingly our hands were tied in terms of our
capabilities, other than attempting as best as possible to cleanse the wounds and
apply clean dressings. We did come across one case of a massive infection that
Chief Aiyoko had in his lower leg toward the end of the expedition. With all the team
safely back at base camp, we were able to successfully provide a course of
antibiotics and most of the swelling had dissipated within a day or so. Brian had
previously treated the same unlucky candidate for an eye infection and a chopped
finger and was ultimately rewarded with a gift of a spear at the final sing-sing!
Snake bites were thankfully rare. However, on the hike to Nasei camp on the first
week of the expedition, Susan, a local woman who was joining us on a remote trip,
was bitten by a snake. Immediate treatment with compression bandaging was
provided. One of the local men stated that “she’ll either live or she won’t” but
thankfully Susan pulled through OK and was a key contributor to the success of our
most remote field trip.
Due to the danger of snake bite to
the local community, Paul O’Dowd
gave a workshop on the treatment
of snake bites to the people of
village while we were there. He
explained how to use compression
bandages
appropriately
and
advised that we would be donating
a quantity to the village on our
departure.
One success was that we were able
to help get a young baby, belonging
to ‘Captain’ Jack, weaned from his
mother. Jack is from the Fogoma’iu
village and was one of the main
contributors
from
the
2011
expedition and continued to play a
key role in the 2015 expedition.
Near the end of the expedition, we
were asked to come to the house of
a very sick older man who had
been bed bound for a number of
days and hadn’t been eating. The
community had gathered around in
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his home, sensing that things were not well. As we were the “white men”, we were
asked whether there was anything we could do. Unfortunately, other than providing
advice on hydration and nutrition, there was nothing more we could do. The man
subsequently passed away.
Some Complaints Presented by our Expedition Team


A burst boil on a team member’s back, requiring cleaning and dressing daily
for the duration of the expedition



Leeches in eye balls, 3x instances



Overheating, dehydration and exhaustion, some significant and requiring rest
up at camp to recover



Burns on hand from premature flashbulb ignition



Burns from camp fire, burns from sunburn
o Note that Burn Gel was very useful on this expedition!



A foot injury from standing on a Sago spine while swimming



Cuts and bruises



Extensive mosquito bites



Diarrhoea

Some Complaints Presented by the Tribe


Young girl chopped finger with machete



Elderly man chopped big toe with machete
o Presented with interesting use of moss and vines as make-shift
bandaging



Elderly chief first presented with an eye infection, then a chopped thumb from
a machete and finally had swollen and painful knees from overexertion



Snake bites



Young boy with diarrhoea and vomiting



Multiple cuts and lesions, mostly on feet – adults and children alike
o Note that diluted Savlon antiseptic liquid was used extensively and
successful to clean wounds



Various infections from poor wound care or punctured flesh



A baby not weaning



A family having difficulty with prescribed antibiotics for a new born baby



Common complaints of pains and aches or “non-specific lower back pain” –
sometimes genuine but often simply a plea to be given a magic white pill
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Equipment and Medications
Equipment
For the 2015 expedition, similar first aid equipment was brought along, but this time
there was more of it and more spares retained at base camp. Below is a sample
inventory of the kit carried by ONE of the medics when on a multi-day remote field
trip.
3.5Ltr Darren Drum
2-Drybags
5-Ziplock bags
30-Wound Wipes
20-Baby Wipes
100ml Hand gel
50-Plasters
10 Blister Plasters
15-Steristrips
4-Triangle Bandages
5-Roller Bandages
6-Ambulance Dressings
Pen Knife
Tape–Duct/insulating
10-Condoms
Iodine/betadine
Vaseline
Moisturiser
20-prs gloves
5-bio hazard bags
Medications
2-Field Guides
1-notebook & pen
1-Face mask

1-21g needle
1-Sheers
1-Tweezers
1-Locking Clamp
1-Scalpel
1-stethoscope
1-50ml Syringe
2-sutures
1-sam splint
1-neck collar
1-arm air splint
1-leg air splint
4-foil blankets
2-candles
1-matches
1-lighter
1-elight
2-ration packs
Tick pliers
Tubular Bandages – Various sizes x 1 metre.
Scalpels
Surgical Tape.
Trauma dressings – large & small sizes.
Antibacterial hand gel

Medications
Various medications were sourced for the expedition, all dependent upon the extent
of team knowledge and the functional application and storage of such medications in
a Jungle environment. The list below summarises the types of medications brought
on the expedition and were divided amongst the medics.
Analgesics
Antipyretics
NSAIDs
Antimotility meds
Electrolytes
Local Anaesthetics
Antihistamines
Anti-Allergy meds
Bronchodilators

Steroids
Decongestants
Anti-Nausea meds
H2 Blockers
Constipation meds
Antibiotics
Antimicrobials
Ear Drops
Eye Cream
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Ulcer cream
Throat Infection meds
Tooth Repair kit and meds
Topical Agents
Hypoglycaemia meds
Malaria meds
Muscle relaxant meds
Multivitamins
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Pre-Departure Preparation
Having seen the slightly emaciated forms of the 2011 expedition team on their return
to Ireland after 3 weeks in the jungle, the 2015 team was determined to improve
upon the meagre rations and culinary mundanity which blighted the 2011 team. A
wish list of food stuffs was produced aimed at providing enough daily calories and
flavour whilst being robust and transportable to last 3 weeks in the jungle.
Unfortunately, some areas of Papua New Guinea experienced a severe drought in
October/November 2015 which had caused a lack of food in the affected areas,
including the Southern Highlands. Paul had made contact with the village and
learned that luckily they had been spared the worst of the drought. The previous
expedition had relied heavily on buying sago and vegetables from the village,
however we decided it was best to aim to be as self sufficient as possible in terms of
food for ourselves and porters.
Eric was our host at the hostel in Mount Hagen and was extremely helpful at
providing advice regarding availability of the foods on our list in the local markets and
supermarkets.
Shopping
We decided to do as much shopping in Mount Hagen as possible as it has a large
(but not cheap) supermarket, before driving to Mendi. However we arrived in Mount
Hagen on a Sunday when supermarkets were either closed or had limited opening
hours. We purchased the bulk of our food and cooking equipment from a Best Buy,
with the exception of the vegetables. It was well stocked and, to our surprise even
had three types of quinoa! Although we had brought a number of spices such as
cumin, curry powder and chili with us, it was found that all these spices were readily
available. However, we could not find any dried herbs, such as oregano or thyme.
Shopping in Mount Hagen
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Mendi is a much smaller town but with a decent market where we bought the
vegetables. Like most markets across the world, the market in Mendi is a bit chaotic
and we were recommended by Paul to keep an eye out for pick pockets. Sellers sell
their produce from tables or on the ground and sometimes only have a handful of
their surplus produce to sell. Vegetables could be bought in bulk for a reasonable
price, however of note were onions which were extremely expensive costing around
£1 each. Tools, such as crow bars and machetes were also purchased in Mendi. We
also topped up our supply of rice (to 95kg) and canned fish and meat.

Market in Mendi

See breakdown of the final food inventory in the appendix.
Jungle Cooking
Cooking in the village or in the jungle was over an open fire. Typically we used two
pots, one for starch and one for saucy vegetables, and a third small one to boil water
for tea. After some trial and error we worked out portioning which allowed us to split
supplies appropriately for the different teams. We quickly found when we reached
the village that we had massively under calculated the amount of bully beef (corned
beef). We gave the majority of the tinned meat to the porters and largely relied on
lentils, chick peas and occasional tinned fish for our protein which worked fine.
Arranging food in Fogoma’iu
before jungle treks
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Bush Meat
It wasn’t all sweet potatoes and lentils though. On a number of occasions we were
treated to wild pig, flying foxes, cuscus and tree kangaroo which our guides/porters
hunted whilst we were caving when away from the village.
Each camp outside the village tended to be at known hunting camps, which had
nearby water sources (sometimes just a trickle of water down an escarpment) and
lemon trees. At Peneane for instance, although it had not been visited in around 20
years, a wooden platform was still present. One method we saw to cook the meat
involved lighting a fire beneath the platform whilst putting the meat ontop of the
platform, possibly to partially smoke it. Rocks are heated in the fire at the same time.
The meat is then cooked using a ‘mumu’. A shallow round pit is dug and lined with
large leaves. Meat is placed ontop of the leaves, then more leaves and hot stones
from the fire. This
layering
is
repeated and a
large
stone
placed on top.
This is left for
about an hour.
Delicious sweet
meat! The meat
can
also
be
cooked by being
stuffed
inside
bamboo and put
Mumu-ing flying foxes at Peneane
directly in the fire.
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Smoking the pig
and flying foxes at
Peneane

Flying
foxes
and
tree
kangaroo
at
Natapere Camp

Top Picks
Food was a subject of constant discussion which produced strong feelings of either
great excitement or terrible dread, and nothing in between. By far the favourite food
was ‘not-rice’! As we were not able to procure sufficient quantities of oats for the
duration, breakfast porridge was rationed and rice was often substituted. This was
detrimental for morning morale.
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Pasta dinners were a treat, especially if accompanied by a couple of cans of
mackerel or tuna. Chicken noodles worked extremely well as a salty lunch time
snack. Fresh local pumpkin with ginger cooked inside bamboo, local pineapples and
coconuts were an extremely welcome addition when available.
The Eternal Struggle
Our main food stash was kept in Jack’s house for the duration of the expedition.
Vermin were not an issue in the jungle but in the village rats were an issue which
threatened the integrity of our supply of noodles and vegetables in particular. As Paul
was resident in the village for the duration he was tasked with safe guarding the food
store. After some trial and error, including primitively offering sacrificial sweet
potatoes, he successfully outwitted them by hanging the bags of food from the rafters
and threading the rope through sections of bamboo. The rats did not seem able to
gain any purchase on the bamboo, and our losses were minimal.
Food store in Jack’s
house in Fogo
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The jungle around the village and jungle camps are a noisy place for most of the day,
and most of this noise is produced by insects. Although Papua New Guinea is
famous for the birds of paradise they are extremely shy and in the area around Fogo
are mostly concentrated along the slopes of Mt Bosavi. Groups of hornbills could
sometimes be heard and occasionally glimpsed above the canopy, but by and large
the jungle sounds which followed us on our trekking were the squeaks, clicks and
whistles of insects.
Hornbills are quite social birds and are
sometimes kept as pets by the Kosuan. In
Fogo, Jack’s juvenile pet hornbill was fed by
hand and enjoyed the company of humans,
staying close to the house all day. Young
cassowaries were also kept in the village,
they wandered around freely beside the
school and appeared to be kept for meat
rather than as pets.

The variety of insects and spiders is astounding. Rarely was the same species of
beetle or spider seen twice, and often the best place to find them was ontop of our
hammock flysheets or just around the camp. Paul was a font of knowledge, however
it became a running joke that his common response to, ’what is this?!’ was, ‘I’m not
sure but it’s probably new to science’. In many cases this is probably true. There are
no large predatory mammals, with the exception of humans, of course. Other
mammals like the tree kangaroos and cuscus live in high up in the canopy and were
hunted by scent using dogs, so we only ever saw these animals once they had been
killed and brought back to the camps. Bats were widely encountered, especially flying
foxes.
Beetles seemed to be the most morphologically diverse family with endless variations
of shapes and colours. Volumes of books could be dedicated to Papua New Guineas
beetles alone.
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Jumping spiders too were fascinating and ubiquitous. Most were extremely small,
and harmless.

Frogs were frequently heard around the village and added to the nightly chorus.
Snakes were encountered in the jungle camps and the village, most notably around
the toilet to the consternation of some members of the expedition. When a Death
Adder (or any other snake for that matter) was found the Kosuan would immediately
kill it with their machetes.

White-lipped tree frog

Death adder camouflaged in the leaf litter at
Peneane camp.
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Some things of course were just extreme oddities.

Golf ball sized fungi at Moya Camp

Giant bug on a calm Kayleigh

A rest stop by a river as we trekked was always
welcome, especially if there was a jump involved.
Coming out of the dull light under the canopy into the
sunny river banks was made all the more magical by
the abundance of butterflies which gather in large
numbers on the rocks and muddy pools. They were
especially fond of our sweaty bags and shirts with all
the delicious salts. By night, moths were especially
fond of gathering of our socks.
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Cave Fauna
Within the caves themselves, the most common animals were bats, crickets and
spiders. Within Natapere 1 Cave especially, there were so many crickets that they
would scatter in wave ahead of you as you walked through the main chamber. The
spiders fed on the crickets and could be around 15cm in diameter.

Flying foxes and other bats, as well as swifts, were also commonly found within
caves. The flying foxes were very vocal and produced a cacophonous scream when
we entered their cave. Often this reaction was with good reason as the Kosuan
guides and porters were waiting within branches to swat them down and catch them
as they flew out of the cave.
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Alogomaiu Urarobu
Alogomaiu had one of the most impressive entrances of the expedition. On
approach, the jungle gave way to a precipitous drop over the vertical edge of an
elongated shakehole. Rigging from trees, a fine, herbaceous descent was started at
the southern corner. Once over the lip, the heavily vegetated floor of the shakehole
came into view 20 metres below. A large stream emerged from a vaulted entrance
on one side, flowed along the shakehole floor, and then sank close to another
entrance to the north. The team ventured downstream.
The first underground section continues in similar dimensions to the daylight
shakehole, 15 to 20 metres in height, with an abundance of flying foxes in the ceiling.
A large shelf of calcited rocks is passed on the right. Soon after, the ceiling lowers in
steps, and the way on is down a slope under an arch. At this point, the stream is
regained, and the passage continues in significantly smaller cross-section - only 1
metre high, with mud banks along the walls. 50 metres further, the stream sinks into
an impenetrable rock fissure.
At a junction just before the end, a passage can be followed westwards, and leads
through joint-controlled passages to some small entrances on the other side of a
rock buttress from the main entrance shakehole.
Due to time restrictions, the team were unable to explore the upstream cave (known
as Inewana). The entrance arch looked equally imposing, and with any luck the cave
may not peter out as quickly as its downstream sister did.
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Aluku Urarobu
The cave was around the other side of the limestone outcrop from the main Aluku
rock shelter campsite.
A large, boulder-floored shakehole slopes steeply down under an overhanging cliff,
decorated with stalactites. At the far end of the entrance chamber, some climbs
down boulders and slippery flowstone (handline useful) double back into a lower,
heavily calcited chamber. Connecting crawls are possible underneath a false floor.
All continuations from this chamber become too small or calcited up to progress
without digging or bashing.
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Awanitiki Urarobu
A large entrance slopes down to a calcited mass of boulders. In the northern end of
the entrance chamber, a small stream cascades in from 7 metre height (presumably
a continuation of a small stream cave which was visited just uphill along the same
cliff as Awanitiki entrance). It sinks immediately in the boulder floor, to reappear at
the bottom of a hole through boulders in the southern end of the chamber.
The stream continues to a further chamber with abundant stalactites and
stalagmites. An alternative high-level squeeze through calcite also connects the
entrance chamber to the stalactite chamber.
Near the end of the stalactite chamber, there is an aven with bat roost. In the floor, a
hole leads via a squeeze to further 2 metre drop to the refound streamway. The
streamway was not entered because the drop was exposed with unstable rocks, and
would need rope protection. Rather than true stream passage, it appears to be
spaces between boulders.
A second tight continuation could be dug through boulders at the south-eastern end
of the chamber.
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Furakepo Kari Urarobu
The Furakepo doline is situated a good 10 minute walk from Dan’s Camp at the
entrance of Natapere 1. Climbing up the steep south-east border of the Natapere
doline one follows this direction for about 300 metres to the 20-35 metres deep and
approximately 40 metre wide doline. The locals enter via a steep climb down located
at the south of the doline. Due to a lack of a strong GPS signal, the coordiantes of
the cave entrances are only approximate.
Follow the obvious ramp down (eastern side) to enter Furakepo Kari (or upstream).
Here a spacious but short cave passage can be followed down to a sump at -32
metres. Efforts to explore the sump where prohibited by quicksand. Judging from the
marks on the sandy cave passage before the sump, the waterline rises easily 8
metres during the wet-season.
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Furakepo Lulu Urarobu
From the top of the hump in the middle of the doline turn to the north-western wall of
the Furapepo doline and you can see the larger entrance of Furakepo Lulu (or
downstream) cave.
A steep free-climb down to the right (-18 metres) gives access to a large chamber
with a lake on the left hand side. On our initial approach into the chamber, hundreds
of flying foxes where escaping through various skylights on the right hand side of the
chamber. Similar to Furakepo Kari, the floor around the lake indicates that the waterlevel rises several meters during the wet-season.
The cave continues at the far end of the chamber where a short climb up gives
access to a 5 metres high passage which can be followed a good 50m before it
widens up again. Two small holes in the roof of that passage where not explored due
to time constraints.
Following the passage deeper into the cave you can find some formations. A short
climb behind them leads to a final lake with a low ceiling. You can follow the static
water for about 10 metres before the ceiling gets too low and leads very likely
towards a sump.
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Hayamene Urarobu
Hayamene is located half way down the same doline as Natene. Instead of making
the descent to the bottom of the doline from the final ledge, the entrance is gained by
working back into the corner. The entrance itself is a large dry fossilised passage
that gradually gets dirtier due to the abundance of bat guano. Large flat mud banks
are encountered until approximately 350 metres from the entrance where a steep
mud descent leads into the main streamway at a T-junction. Working upstream in
gravelled passage between 10-20 metres wide, the passage meanders for a further
300 metres until the stream abruptly splits and sumps. Along the route, an
impressive undercut flowstone formation is passed high up on the side wall as well
as some quite large tree timbers which must have been washed in during flood.
From the entrance junction working downstream in similar sized passage, the water
is soon lost in a mud pool by the right hand wall. Large mud banks are again
encountered to the 2nd main junction where the water which has reappeared again
from under the right hand wall continues into the passage on the left. Continuing
through the junction, the passage slowly ascends and becomes drier eventually
becoming a series of fossilised interconnected oblong chambers which leads to a
small jungle entrance approximately 110 metres from the junction. This entrance (2m
x 0.5m) in the roof, can be free climbed to lead to the floor of a deep depression in
the jungle. No route out of the depression could be found.
Following the streamway from the 2nd main junction, a number of side passages are
encountered. The 1st on the left leading to a sump and narrow rift after 80 metres of
narrow squalid guano filled passage. The 2 nd on the left, at which the streamway is
again lost is located on a corner. The passage is followed through a scalloped
canyon passage also with an abundance of guano to a large collapse chamber
accessed through either a tight boulder choke or through a mud squeeze. The roof
level of the chamber shows a perfect 2 metr band of blue/gray clay between the
bands of limestone. At the base of the chamber is a small sump with the sound of
flowing water in the distance.
The main passage is followed through a number of large breakdown chambers
which swallow the light from your torch. On a number of occasions, the route must
be found through the blocks as well as over them. A streamway is again
encountered in the passage but this time flowing in the opposite direction to those
encountered previously. When this stream is followed into a side passage on the
right hand wall, a roughly parallel higher level, dry passage is encountered which
intersects the streamway at various points. The stream sumps after 100 metres and
the high level passages become too constricted to follow except for one which pops
out into the main streamway at the base of a boulder choke.
From where the stream leaves the main passage, you must climb above the collapse
to progress. The water can be heard at various times below as progress is made.
The passage gradually narrows and the boulders reduce in size until again you
encounter mud banks and the stream. The stream can be followed for over 200
metres until the water gets deeper and appears to be static. Soon after the passage
is completely flooded and appears to sump. 50 metres back from the final sump, a
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side passage is the source of the water flow and can be followed in a tight meander
for about 150 metres to a small high chamber from which cascading water eminates.
Hayamene is a cave that appears to have had a number of different developments
resulting in both active and fossil passage. The cave receives water from a number
of different sources with the water from the 2 main streamways flowing towards the
centre of the cave. Hayamene has in all likelihood extensive permanently submerged
sections.
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Henamo Fiale Urarobu
The entrance is a low, wide opening near the Henamo River. The main cave
characteristics are deep mud banks and filthy trenches.
A mud bridge half way through the cave can be passed over or underneath, and a
rope (belayed to mud) allows an undignified slide down the far side. Afterwards a
squalid climb up and down several muddy slopes finishes in muddy blockages. At
the bottom of the climbs, a couple of low tubes lead to a shitty sump.
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Itaki Urarobu
A moderate stream is quickly met after entering, which flows along a boulder-strewn
large passage. The stream grows in size to reach a sump 170 metres downstream.
A tributary on the right before the sump issues from a fissure which is too tight to
enter.
50 metres from the entrance, a tributary cascades in over flowstone from the left.
Climbing up the flowstone, the caver enters into a significant high level series of
passages with numerous bats and cave swifts. The 2011 survey was suspended at a
large chamber about 200 metres into the high level series, due to time constraints.
In 2015, the team continued surveying to the end of two branches. The right-hand
branch continued southward for 100 metres through decorated passage with cave
swifts and flying foxes, before reaching a blockage. The left-hand branch followed a
stream and air current for 600 metres through climbs, squeezes and walking
passage to a living blockage: a tree trunk, which presumably blocks another
entrance.
This cave has plenty of leads left, though all appear to be smaller side passages
only.
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Itona Urarobu
Itona has a pretty entrance: a wide arch with a calcite column in the centre. This
provides a rigging point to make safe a calcite slope leading to the head of a narrow,
decorated pitch. At the bottom, a constriction is passed (which needed bashing with
a hammer), after which a further pot ends in a silty floor where the puddle at the
bottom trickles through a rock fissure. There are no prospects of extension.
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Kabaleki Urarobu
The entrance to Kabaleki is located at the bottom of a small boulder-strewn shakehole, a ten minute walk from Kabaleki camp (for those that know the way!). A 2
metre climb down leads to a tight pitch-head in flowstone, which can be rigged off a
large boulder. The pitch descends 30 metres down the flowstone, tightly at first then
opening out. A rope protector is useful to avoid significant rub at the top of the pitch.
A spike at -5 metres provides a decent re-belay and a thread on the far wall can be
used to rig a deviation. The pitch lands in a pretty chamber with a dry gour pool floor,
mud formations and lots of straws and stals. At the back of the chamber are two
ways on.
To the left quickly drops to a crawl, followed by a short climb up to a second smaller
chamber (not surveyed). A possible crawl continuation from here was not pushed. To
the right at the end of the main chamber, a 3 metre climb down leads to a small
passage. A window on the left leads to an undescended drop of about 4-5 metre
requiring a rope, with possible continuation at the bottom. The passage continues as
a crawl to a small chamber. To the right leads to a dead-end at the bottom of an
aven with a small stream. To the left leads to a cross-rift, blind in both directions but
with an undescended 3 metre climb down on the right (handline required) to a
possible lower-level passage.
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Kalofomaiu Urarobu
Located 30 minutes from the village on the side of a river. The small entrance is
followed down a climb into a mud-filled chamber. Up the other side a slope leads up
into a continuation that ends quickly. There are possible ways on at the bottom of a
tight mud filled slope. Of more interest is a small slope that leads up to a blockage
with a strong draft blowing. A crowbar and a hammer may allow easy access to
further cave.
2015 extension: the blowing blockage was investigated with the token expedition
crowbar. After an hour or so of widening, Kayleigh decided to walk along the cliff
edge back outside the cave in search of another entrance. Further up the hill, several
too-tight entrances entered the cliff.
The only entrance big enough for cavers was a short climb down a loose-sided rift
and then a rock-strewn slope to reach the other side of the boulder choke with a
handshake-sized connection to the main cave. Above the boulder choke was a small
decorated aven.
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Keani Urarobu
We had heard about two caves near Keani camp on the Darai Plateau during the
village tok-tok, and these became key expedition targets. Both had been seen by
elder village folk during previous hunting outings.
As it happened, only one of the caves, known as Itona, could be refound (learning
point 1: even the locals find this terrain difficult to remember!). However, when
looking unsuccessfully for the second cave, they found yet another (learning point 2:
new caves tend to spring into view with a day of searching!)
The new cave became known as Keani Cave, and early reports sounded promising:
sticks thrown in with no sound of hitting the bottom; clouds forming above the
entrance. On reaching it after about 1 hour’s walk from the camp, it maybe didn’t
boast its own weather system, but the entrance was nonetheless impressive: a
grand, nine-meter triangular hole into the side of a forty-metre pitch.
Backing up from a tree, we rigged off a couple of rock spikes, and then had our first
drill use on the expedition – a bolted deviation followed by a bolted y-hang in dubious
calcite. Each rebelay point was dripping with leeches, encouraging an efficient rope
technique during changeovers. This was the only drawback to an otherwise fantastic
descent.
At the bottom was a huge chamber, reminiscent of Pokabi from the 2011 expedition,
illuminated by the daylight from the pitch above, and decorated abundantly with
stalactites and stalagmites. At one end, it choked quickly. At the other, a hole was
found between boulders, which soon reached the head of another 10m pitch, quite
constricted at the top.
We cut sufficient rope from the main pitch to allow this to be rigged into a smaller,
lower chamber with a choked pinch point at its lowest, but alas no continuation.
Rocks did roll down a sloping crack behind boulders in the floor, but with no proper
digging gear, the half hour spent attacking the boulders here was more a matter of
principle than anything.
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Keatebei Urarobu
Keatebei is close to a cluster of caves near Obote Camp, including You (visited in
2011) and Sekenemo.
We entered via a northern side branch to the main cave passage. A large river
flowed through this, and soon reached a 3.5 metre waterfall into the main passage.
This proved awkward to climb, so we found an alternative route down by following a
shelf on the right hand side and then rigging a hand line.
Downstream, a picturesque entrance was quickly reached. Upstream, the cave
passed some 200 metres of pretty meanders, pools, cascades and a skylight, to
another series of entrances. A battery failure on the Disto meant that in the last
section, shot lengths had to be estimated.
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Korabo Urarobu 1
Located near the top of one of the many mountains in the area. The walk is
reasonably technical, steep and slippy and traverses a number of high pinnacles.
The trail is not used for hunting much anymore and therefore needed to be cleared.
Entrance is a sizeable toothed opening in a cliff with the obvious route steeply
sloping downwards over boulders and flowstone. The bottom can be seen from the
entrance and goes no further despite the promising start.
High and to the right of the main entrance is a roof passage that was followed to a 5
metre climb which eventually proved too tight to follow. Bats and one flying fox
inside.

Notes on the name Korapu:
-

There are multiple Korapus in the area. (4 in total)
The numbering has been provided in order of sequence visited.
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Korabo Urarobu 2
Took 2.5 hours to get there due to the track needing clearing and some searching for
the cave. An elder came with us who knew the cave location and was able to point
ito out.
Located on the opposite side of the hill to Korapu 1. The entrance sits on the side of
a large steep doline. The entrance shaft sits in daylight under the overhanging roof
which is barely noticeable until up close, despite being about 20 metres high and 30
metres wide. The entrance shaft drops 15-20 metres into the floor of a descending
boulder collapse. The right side of the collapse was pushed and descended a
number of levels through the chute until no further progress could be made. Possible
digs in easy to remove clay and rock.
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Korabo Urarobu 3
Another massive doline, this time requiring a 5-10 metre climb down with slings and
a tree to get into the Doline.
Large cave entrance at either side of the doline, both closing down quite quickly.
Locals used to come to bathe in the water in one of the caves which was rumoured
to have magical healing powers. People haven’t been there in generations though.
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Meape Urarobu
Roughly 35 minutes walk following up river which passes by Willy’s camp.
On approach to the cave there is a stream crossing below a large cliff face. The
stream emerges from the base of the cliff on the right-hand side. Just after this
crossing a short boulder climb leads up towards the cave entrance which is located
just to the left after the boulders.
The entrance is appealing with a level floor accompanied by some boulders along
the way. Shortly after entering the cave there is a grotto to the left which has a high
roof and finishes there. To the right after the entrance the dry passage opens and
the floor is littered with small boulders. Roughly 10 meters further, a T junction
appears and to the right dropping down gradually as it heads off is the main stream
way. Straight ahead, the stream is heading towards you and there are several small
drops in the floor level with small pools at the bottom of each one. On the second
drop, the pool is deeper than the rest. As you travel against the stream the passage
remains narrow with high roof. A dry oxbow is located on your right as you follow the
bend in the steamway. Shortly after the oxbow, the floor becomes more gravely and
exits into a collapsed rift which opens into daylight. Boulders and high rifts are
located to the left and right of this exit. Both sides lead back into the jungle.
Looking straight ahead from this exit, the stream continues flowing from the next
section of cave which has roughly the same amount of passage. Our survey finished
here.
Comments- a beautiful little cave passage which is refreshing as a pint of cold crisp
cider!!
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Mefon Karisine Urarobu 2
The entrance is just uphill from the main Mefon Karisine cave, which was explored
during the 2011/12 expedition.
The stream is followed upstream through about 30 metres of standing and
sometimes crouching passage, to a calcite constriction. In 2015, Jack and Steve
spent a couple of hours widening this, following a strong air draught. A tight, very
awkward squeeze was engineered at about 1 metre height. As it was too tight for the
second caver, an alternative, wet, stream level squeeze was also enlarged to allow
progress.
Beyond, the passage opens out, passing a choked flowstone inlet on the right.
Immediately afterwards, a 4-metre climb is encountered. The stream issues from the
base of this climb. The passage continues above the climb in rift profile, with a series
of further steps that can be chimneyed. A boulder chamber is reached at the top, and
in the next adjoining chamber, water leaks in from a boulder choke and sinks
immediately in the floor.
A squeeze between boulders opens to a further chamber. At one end, a passage
leads to an upstream stream section with all inlets becoming too tight. Another
passage from the chamber leads to a small jungle entrance up slope from the main
entrance.
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Napi Urarobu
Napi cave is accessible from two shafts split by a narrow strip of rock. We entered
the slightly larger of the two, rigged from a tree. The pitch landed on a mud and
boulder slope with a stream at the bottom.
Downstream continued in a narrow passage for a short distance to a sump.
Upstream passed under the second of the two pots. A further two open shakeholes
are met, before a small climb goes back into cave passage. The passage meanders
until the stream enters from the jungle.
Napi Cave Story (Told by Joe, Translated by Jacklin)
During our ancestor’s time, this was our hunting ground. They used to live in
Kowesu. One time, they came to Aluku to sleep. The men went hunting to Ilibi,
except for one old man who went hunting to Kanuwani. Most of the men came back
with many animals, but the old man (called Napi) never brought anything back. One
time, when the old man went hunting, another man followed him. He saw a table with
dead animals lying on top. In the afternooon, he took his bow and arrow. When he
saw Napi, he took the rotten animals and through them into the holes, calling out the
animal names as he did; “Wallaby!”, “Tree Kangaroo!”, “Cassowary!”. He speared
Napi through the body and Napi fell into the hole with the spear, so they called that
hole Napi.
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Natapere Urarobu 1
Cave is about 3 hours from Iraku. Entrance at top (west side) of large doline
shakehole (30 metres). Descends into squeeze at lower level. Second higher
entrance. Both lead into large chamber, filled with bat and guano. Leads into smaller
chamber, which eventually chokes.
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Natapere Urarobu 2
Opposite end of doline to Dan’s cave. Active river cave with howling draft, acts as a
water source for Dan and his family when visiting the cave. Downstream the cave
loses the streamway which sinks under the right hand wall. A climb over some
boulders then follows a large rift to another entrance of slightly smaller dimensions to
Natapere 1.
Upstream was followed through some well washed boulder passage to a climb over
a hanging ceiling to an upstream sump. Midway along the upstream section, a
passage to the left can be followed to loop back to the entrance series of boulders.
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Natene Urarobu
2011 Description
The path to Natene cave is little travelled and requires some energetic climbing to
get to the top of the entrance doline. A further 20 minutes’ hike around the top of the
doline brings you to the easiest entrance point.
A 25 metre pitch can either be abseiled or free-climbed down tree roots and vines. At
the bottom is an impressive boulder pile. To the left (looking out from the climb
down) a huge cave entrance with many flying foxes was visited but not surveyed
(short cave). To the right a second huge entrance was followed down a slope to the
head of an awkward 12 metre pitch where a single bolt was placed.
At the bottom of the pitch the high stream passage is followed for a hundred metres
until it passes a small stream entering from the right (minor inlet – unsurveyed). A
hundred metres later a large river enters from the right containing 75% of the total
water (major inlet). This passage (which is considerably smaller than the one we
were in) was followed for a little while on ledges above the deep water. This passage
would be extremely promising (though possibly flood prone) for future exploration.
Further downstream the cave widens but the roof lowers to a stoop in waist deep
water to where it flows into a low passage. To the left a climb lead up into a highlevel large chamber which is followed down to a sump. A river enters here and is
likely to be the downstream part of the river that was left previously.

2015 Extensions
Major Inlet
A large passage in deep water and a strong current is followed; it is vital that cavers
are good swimmers and a buoyancy aid is advisable. The major inlet meanders
before several cascades are reached. The passage becomes smaller and several
corners are passed before reaching a distinctive window where you can stand for a
moment. This leads to a deep small chamber with an exciting climb up around a
waterfall to a perched passage where you can again stand. This doesn’t last and a
deep water chamber marks the last survey point at 230 metres from the start of the
inlet. Brían continued for another 50 metres reporting water coming from ground
resurgence.
Minor Inlet
Approximately 250 metres of stream passage in mostly knee-deep water is followed
to a sump.
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Orchid Urarobu
A short walk immediately downhill from Keani camp, local naturalist Albert showed
us a cave he had found. It had a low entrance, leading down a flowstone slope to a 6
metre overhanging drop into a chamber. We rigged a hand line, although would have
used SRT had we not left our kit at camp.
The cave sloped down to a series of large gour pools, some with 2 metre rims,
before petering out.
We asked Albert what the name of the cave was, for our notes. He said it was
unnamed, so we asked him to name it, which he was delighted about – but rather
stumped. Traditionally the Kosuans name caves after the local area or a nearby
feature. The former was already taken by another cave, and there wasn’t really any
of the latter. Aileen suggested that he name the cave after something he liked – like
Butterflies. Apparently it wasn’t an impressive enough cave to warrant that name, so
instead he called it after his second favourite thing – Orchids.
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Satoro Urarobu
Short through trip through the mountain in large passage. Well decorated with tall
wide stal flowstone. Entrance on path to Natene at start of traverse around the hill.
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Sekenemo Urarobu
The entrance leads to a large tunnel with a smooth curved roof with swift’s nests.
The stream passes to the left side of the main passage at the point where it opens
into a bigger chamber.
Upstream the depth is a maximum of knee deep. The passage continues to a shake
hole. On the other side of the shake hole the stream emerges from a sump.
Downstream the water is deeper and the roof lower. Just before the stream emerges
into another entrance, there is a small calcited climb and squeeze which links into
the main cave near the entrance. From here the water passes through an open area
before entering a high short tunnel to pass through the hill and emerge again into the
jungle.
Back in the main chamber are 2 dry leads at the top of a slope up from the stream to
the right of the main passage.
The passage on the right passes through a well decorated stooping passage to a
very well decorated low chamber. The left hand side was too full of stalagmites to
progress. On the right a low crawl could be followed for a very short distance before
it became too low.
The passage on the left of the 2 in the main chamber continues in a crawling
passage to a low gradient calcite slope. The crawl gradually lowers until it is flat out
passing a large column. The crawl enters a small chamber. Straight ahead is a
calcite formation. On the left are two small passages the first narrower than the
second at the top of a short slope. The second at the top of a climb. After the slope
or the climb the 2 passages reconnect before dropping over a slope into the
upstream passage way approximatley two thirds of the distance from the chamber to
the upstream shake hole.
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Semetesa Urarobu
Located close to the village, the cave entrance is actually visible from one of the
villager’s huts. The cave is found at the bottom of a large doline, where an ancient
roof collapse allows you access to the river. Upstream a small passage can be seen
(and according to the locals leads for a considerable distance). We explored the
downstream end only. The cave starts off in a stooping fashion but quickly changes
to a comfortable walking cave. The stream takes up much of the floor but is shallow
and fast flowing. The passage flows quickly down a few small cascades for a few
hundred metres until it becomes a deep canal before meeting the inevitable sump.
No further progress will be made in the downstream passage; however the upstream
passage seems very interesting and is worth future exploration.
2015:
Located by a local swimming pool which is part of the river that flows to the right of
the cave entrance there is a low roof cave passage. At the time of surveying, the
stream which runs into it was low and revealed a gravel bed. Following further downstream there are gravel beds to the left and right. After these there is a bend to the
right which has a small drop in the floor. Small boulders are littered along the side
and down from this the stream bends to the right again. Gradually curving to the left
along this part of the passageway there are signs of the cave being used as possible
hunting grounds with large bamboo sticks with burnt out ends. As the passage way
straightens up again the gravel sides soon disappear and the cave floor is covered
with the stream. The cave deepens slightly and just as it gets deeper. Our cave
survey ends.
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Siamoti (Sayamelegi) Urarobu
2011 Description
Located a good 1½ hours’ hike above Willy's river camp, Sayamelegi is a cave of
two distinct parts: an active river passageway and a fossil high level cave.
The active river cave contains a medium sized river and was entered from the
downstream end. The passageway was followed upstream via a 10 metre swim and
several cascades for a few hundred metres to an area where there were a number of
additional entrances. Following the stream, the cave height dropped drastically to a
low crawl which was followed until a large chamber was entered.
From the chamber three routes on were located and followed for short distances (not
surveyed). The first route required a scramble up a steep mud slope to the left of the
chamber to gain a high level pretty passageway which lead off past an aven. The
second route was followed via two different ways both in the right hand side of the
chamber. An awkward climb was pushed by Jock and a 'free diveable' sump was
pushed by Stevebus. Both passages joined before ending abruptly at an awkward
aven climb with a deep pool.
The third route required following the by now small streamway and climbing up into a
high-level large fossil gallery. This passage was followed over huge boulders with
large drops until it dropped back down into a large rift passageway. The locals
claimed that this passageway lead for a considerable distance. It would be worth
pushing this passage if in this area again.
2015 Description
As Eoghan was getting ready I took the opportunity to scope out the downstream
previously explored section of the cave through the labyrinth of daylight entrances
before returning to our starting point.
We then proceeded into the cave and gingerly waded through the stream fending off
an army of bats and cave swifts, a number of which flew directly into our faces. I
decided to investigate a small water filled chamber to the left of the main stream
which led into another small chamber via a series of deep submerged gour pools.
These revealed yet another daylight entrance. I scanned around the chamber and
located the entrance to a small phreatic tube which I decided to wedge myself into.
With great effort I wriggled my way along through the tube listening to the echoes of
my grunting and thrashing after which I reemerged above the stream a couple of
meters back from the entrance to the first chamber.
I proceeded to wade upstream in a stooped fashion before turning a corner into a
large chamber which was the last point surveyed during the previous expedition.
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We investigated an aven which would require bolting equipment, then searched
around the chamber and found a way on via a low crawl on hands and knees
through the stream. This crawl led to a flat out crawl which then led to a low
constricted gap under a section of flowstone This required a flat out horrible
wriggle/dunk/squeeze through the stream before entering an enormous boulder
strewn chamber. I stood in amazement at the sheer scale of the chamber. A
mountain of car-sized boulders lined the floor.
I followed upstream, passing a number of possible leads. To my dismay the height of
the passage began to shrink again. I was on hands and knees wading through the
stream and eventually I found myself wriggling along on my stomach through
another 60-80 metre bedding plane crawl to the point where I could no longer fit. I
wriggled my way back and decided to investigate a number of the other leads I had
noticed along the way. These included a number of unexplored high level overhead
leads and a muddy crawl through a window which led to another well decorated
crawling stream which ran parallel to the original stream at the opposite side of the
boulder chamber.
We also investigated a meandering side which was fed by from above by two inlets
through an “S” shaped aven approximately 8/9m above via an exposed loose cherty
climb. The chamber had an overpowering smell of bat guano, we moved on.
Further along, the passage split up. I followed on a section upwards to the left
passed a small inlet through to a boulder choke which led to two tubes, one of which
choked off early on, the other was followed upwards through 8-9m of a boulder
choke which appeared to be close to the surface. There was an overpowering smell
of bat guano and there didn’t seem to be any way onwards so I returned to the
stream and followed it to where I met Eoghan. We followed the passageway
onwards until we came to a low muddy chamber which choked off in a pile of
mud/bat guano. To the side there was a crawl into a large tall chamber which was
fed from the top by a high level inlet approximately 10m above.
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Sobase Urarobu
The cave lies in a shakehole at the base of a steep slope just off the main track. The
cave is entered via an obvious large arched cavern. This is littered with several large
boulders which must be climbed over at the entrance. Upon entry the cavern
immediately opens into a wide arched passage of walking high. On the right the
initially solid floor becomes increasingly waterlogged as you progress downstream.
Some formations are located on raised mud banks along the left of the passage
(facing downstream). On the right a steeply raised mud-bank leads to a mud and
bolder blocked aven. Past this the character of the cave changes; as the roof lowers
dramatically in arched steps the liquid mud floor becomes impassable. Exploration
ceased at 90 metres due to the deep liquid mud. The passage continues with limited
air space, changing direction out of line of sight.
A second entrance is located to the left when facing the entrance. This was between
boulders and overgrown with vegetation. After several meters of stooped walking
height this leads to the main passage.
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Soiyegini Urarobu
On the road to Wani camp, a small track to the left leads to the base of a large
section of cliff face. The bottom entrance at the base of the cliff is just along the track
that leads on up to the top entrance which is much larger. The bottom entrance has
a boulder choke making the gap small to get inside. Just inside the cave entrance a
slanted roof straightens up to a narrow cave passage. A stream enters from the left.
Following the stream down, there is a steep section on the right, this has the first link
to the top entrance. The main junction that leads up to the top entrance is just ahead.
At the main junction, a short climb up brings you to the top and out towards the
jungle. A high rift above has signs of being used as a local hunting ground for bats
and cave swifts. With makeshift ladders located just at this top entrance.
Continuing past the main junction down-stream, the passage takes a turn to the left
and remains constant until you come upon the formations which cut across the
passage like a bridge. A series of bends and turns leads you down to a short-roofed
section. This then opens back up again in a small area and up to the left of the
passage there is a large grotto that is well decorated. Just at this point the passage
becomes a wet crawl and continues for a further 50 meters to the end of the survey.
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Soya Urarobu
Soya cave is one of three caves in the Penani/Benani ‘townland’. Approximately 1
hour 30 minutess walk from Moya camp the Penani townland is crossed and a
junction is reached (a small clearing). From here, in one direction is Soiyegini. As
you continue towards Penani camp Wani Cave entrance is soon passed. Another
20/30 minutes past this and you arrive at Penani Camp. Penani Camp (like Moya) is
a large limestone alcove with fresh lime trees growing beside it. This is also the
location where the camp had an encounter with a Death Adder.
From Penani cave the limestone wall can be followed for another 15 minutes,
passing by a small waterfall (water source for the camp) before reaching Soya Cave.
The large impressive arched entrance is located in the limestone cliff-face. A
sizeable sloped walking passage with a variety of calcite and mud formations leads
to a large chamber. An aven in the main chamber housed a significant colony of
flying foxes which inhabited the cave, undisturbed from human contact for several
decades (33 of which were killed by the locals for dinner). The way on is at the end
of the chamber, a short crawl leads to another smaller chamber. From the second
chamber a climb down leads to the shallow stagnant streamway. Above the
streamway several climbs up lead to blocked avens. The streamway ends in a flat
out muddy crawl.
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Tutuku Urarobu
2011 Description
Requiring a two hour hike from the village, this cave provided an ideal introduction to
jungle hiking and caving in PNG. The cave is entered down a 12 metre deep pothole
to a streamway. Upstream the cave follows a passage that lowers and then splits
into many smaller passageways. Most of these were entered and surveyed to the
end. One low passage containing a stream was not pushed as it required a
committed crawl (and even more committed survey) in cold water. A few metres
downstream from the entrance pothole the passage hits a T-junction where the main
cave passage is entered. This part of the cave was not looked at but would be
extremely interesting to revisit. From reviewing the survey the part of the cave that
we entered and surveyed appears to be only a small tributary.
2015 Description
One of the going leads from the 2011 expedition was downstream Tutuku, a junction
with a streamway flowing from left to right, stomping passage in both directions.
Upstream had been explored to its current limits on the 2011 expedition. In the spirit
of no passage-bagging, the 2011 team decided against dandering downstream for a
look and decided instead to leave the spoils for another day. Fast forward to 2015,
first week of the expedition, everyone is still keen as mustard. We decide to bring
two teams to the cave to divide the surveying and also to take photographs. About 2
hours hike from the village, the entrance is via a 12 metre pothole into a streamway,
upstream leading towards the limit of the 2011 exploration. Just downstream of the
entrance is a junction, into a larger pleasant streamway, where the surveying teams
split up. Downstream of the junction, the passage continues in dimension for
approximately 50 metres before terminating in a sump. Upstream, the passage also
retains its stature and after 75 metres daylight can be seen from a sizeable break in
the ceiling on the right. Just around the corner the passage ends in another sump.
Both upstream and downstream sumps were pushed but could not be progressed.
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Urianati Urarobu
The cave is located at the bottom of a large doline, over an hour from Joe’s camp.
Entrance is guarded by a large bat catching strucure, which had to be opened by
Wesley and other before we could enter. Sizeable upper level dry passage, well
decorated and heavy bat (and aassociated guano) population. A number of options
exist to descend to lower levels. Cave surveyed to over 350 metres with many
ongoing leads including 100’s of metres of unsurveyed streamway passage.
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Wani Urarobu
Just off the road towards Wani camp on the right-hand side there is a narrow track.
Following this narrow track to the end is Wani Cave. The entrance is covered in
broad leaf plants placed there by the locals who use the cave for hunting. Once
inside the cave entrance a slight mud-covered slope brings you down to the cave
floor. Several mud-covered boulders are scattered at the start. The mud-covered
cave floor continues for a short distance where large boulders are located. To the left
side of these boulders there is a muddy slope which can be travelled across, this
leads onto a narrow mud bridge with a drop to the left and boulders to the right. The
mud bridge widens and leads on to another sharp slope which can be passed by a
small tack to the left. This next section of cave opens up into a large mud covered
floor that ends in a grotto with mud covered ceiling and floor speleothems.
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Roisín Lindsay

Nasei – 18 Dec
After you guys left for Joe's camp we headed for Nataene and Hayamene. This was
our first proper jungle hike, fairly strenuous (at least it seemed at the time) and this is
when Jack got sick. Jock didn’t help matters by getting so exited about the potential
in Hayamene that he pushed the pace quite a lot. We began to survey both caves but
only had around 2 hours before we had to head back to Nasei. In the morning it was
decided that Jack should head back to Fogo due to non specific chest pains.
Moya 19-20 Dec
We then began our walk to Moya with Chief Aiyoko and Buxton (via Chief Aiyoko’s
camp for lunch) who set off ahead to cut the track as they were the only ones who
had been there 20 years previous. It was our longest walk, 6 or 7 hours with breaks
perhaps through fresh rough cut tracks, lots of up and down. In addition to Chief
Aiyoko and Buxton there was Ester and Joel and then 7 younger boys and girls. All of
the younger ones including Joel (who was around 18) were home from school for
Christmas and this was essentially an opportunity for the Chief to explain where their
family land boundaries were and pass down cultural knowledge (and earn a little
cash as porters). None of them had been as far as even Moya before and had no
idea how long it would take to get there. One memorable bit was when we reached
the top of a high ridge and through a clearing you could see the plateau stretching
out until the horizon, just endless trees. The younger ones were very excited and
obviously very proud, they made headresses from a special vine that doesn't grow in
the village. When we arrived at Moya it turned out to be a rock shelter on a very
steep hill (where we had to hang our hammocks) which had been traditionally used
for hunting trips. Chief Aiyoko told a story about throwing a stone from the top of the
escarpment to bring luck for hunting. Moya was apparently the name of a historic
hunter's woman.
The next day we set off to try and find a cave (which I can't remember the name of).
We spent about 4 hours hiking with Buxton cutting the track and building ladders. We
climbed over a mountain/pinnacle ridge thing and into what could have been a valley,
it was really hard to orientate yourself with all the trees. However, to our great
disappointment it turned out that they couldn't find the cave. So after searching a
while ourselves we turned back empty handed.
ANECDOTE It turned out that Jack had given directions to this cave which consisted
of 'turn right at the sago tree'. There were sago trees everywhere and right is very
much a relative direction when you have no distinguishing features. We stayed at
Moya again that night. My hammock was flooded by the rain that night. I slept wet
and was unhappy about it.
Peneane – 21 Dec
The next day we set off for Peneane which to our annoyance was only 1.5 hours
walk away from Moya. They prepared an arrival ceremony. There were three caves
there; Soya, Wani and Soiygeni all within 10 minutess of Peneane (which also turned
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out to be a traditional rock shelter for hunting). It was a long rock shelter along the
cliff with a good amount of room. There were lemon trees that had been planted
years before and an old fire with a wooden structure they used for cooking. No one
had been there in 20 years and they set about tidying up. As we got ready Buxton
noticed a death adder in the leaf litter, not 1m from where I put my bag down. All of
the caves were approx 200-300 metres long and then petered out with no significant
depth or notable features except for the number of flying foxes. These bats had
probably never seen humans before and they managed to kill 33 of them in Soya
alone. Me, Eabha and Jock surveyed Soya and one of the guys came with us the
whole way.
They Moomoo-ed the bats and told stories. There was a story about Wani cave
which Aiyoko had told and which Joel had translated for us about a mysterious elf
sort of woman that a hunter had met beside the cave who lived in an invisible house
in the trees. Buxton had gone out to collect young sago trees to bring back to the
village when by chance he saw and killed a young pig. He just sauntered back into
camp with it over his shoulder, everyone was very excited and we stayed up late
waiting for it to cook. It was pretty delicious and I savaged it. Again we had to hang
our hammocks on a very steep and slippery slope and that night the heavy rain and
my bouncing around to shift my mat in the hammock brought down one of my
supporting trees on top of Jock's hammock. Neither of us noted until our hammocks
started to flood. Both of us got completely soaked trying to move the tree from ontop
of Jock's hammock and restring mine. Jock gave me his last dry top to sleep in
because all my stuff was soaked, MY HERO!
It was wonderful that we could facilitate the passing down of the stories and cultural
knowledge and they we all obviously delighted to be there and excitedly scribbled
their names on the wall of rock shelter when we were leaving. But it was annoying
that we went all that way and didn’t found any decent caves. They did tell us that
there was another cave (also called Tutuku) a further day’s walk which sounded like
a giant hole but no one knew where it was.
Aiyoko Camp (for Natene & Hayamene) – 22-23rd Dec
Disappointed that all three caves were shit we decided that the greatest potential was
at Hayamene and Natene so we steamed back the way we came and stayed at Chief
Aiyoko’s camp, about 2 hours before Nasei camp and around 1.5 hours from
Hayamene. We stayed the night there. I should add at this point that water was an
issue at all of these camps. At Moya and Peneane we had no water except for drips
which were collected from the escarpment walls. Water at Aiyoko’s came from a
spring a good 20-30 minutess walk away on the other side of a steep mudding valley,
across a dry river bed. We couldn't wash the whole time, I smelled more than I have
ever smelled in all my days, even Jock commented on it!
The next day we headed back to survey Hayamene and Natene. Jock, Claire and
Una for Hayamene and me, Eabha and Brian for Natene. Natene sumped after about
300-400 metres and was all swimming upstream. We found the DistoX didn’t work
due to the condensation so we had to revert to sunto and tape which slowed things
down considerably. Despite this it was a really fun trip and the cave was fairly
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impressive in dimension with a large meandering sump which is likely to connect to
Hayamene. We headed back to Aiyoko's camp and stayed the night.
Hayamene (extract from Jock’s diary) This second trip with Una and Claire was my
favourite of the whole expedition, we surveyed nearly 1km of virgin passage once we
hit the first main stream passage. Easily my favourite cave from both expeditions! I
also indulged in a wee bit of passage bagging leaving the girls to survey big clean
legs (admittedly the first and only time I done this between the two expeditions).
Partly to make sure that it would definitely be worth other people’s time to go back
and secondly to justify the time, expense of the expedition in general and relatively
meagre return from the Penane trip!
Aiyoko Camp to Fogo – 23 Dec
The next day was Xmas eve and we headed back to the village, about 4 hour walk.
We practically ran the last 2 hours, especially as we approached the bridge jump. It
was our first chance to wash properly and we spent a good hour there jumping into
the river in our clothes. We met three guys who were walking away from Fogo with
small backpacks and sunglasses. They looked quite different from the Fogo people in
terms of how they dressed and they said they had come all the way from Mount
Hagen and were walking home for Xmas. Paul later told me their bags were full of
weed that they were selling and the Fogo people tolerated them staying in the village
on their way through as long as they didn't sell it there. We continued our walk back
to the village and stopped at the River Henema (I can't remember exactly what it was
called) to wash the caving gear.
Arriving back in the village was glorious. Eoghan Seamus and Axel returned also and
that night we had pasta with tinned fish, big treat!
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Séamus Breathnach

9 Dec: Urianati
Massive crew with us the first day, all the family joined us.
We were even more of a novelty to those living in Keuso, compared to Fogo. On the
way to the cave, the guys had to go through a formal cutting of the ribbon (tied bark)
as they passed through the Bat Catcher (thorny branches).
Wesley was the main guide, owns the land with Joe. He met us the first day in
ceremonial hunting gear. Massive entrance, 400m surveyed through lots of big
chambers before dropping into active streamway, another few 100m unsurveyed
here due to time constraints. Axel got a bad headache due to the amount of Guano –
it was really manky, flies/crickets and other insects all over the place. Huge stomping
side passage lead left unsurveyed for next time.
This night we had our first non-stodgy rice dish we had, made by Eoghan from rice,
noodles, cayenne pepper and a few other bits, it was awesome!!
GPS sat phones worked quite well back at the camp.
20 Dec: Korabo 1
Only Wes and Kerry with us today as guides.
Massive entrance at side of Doline which bottomed out quite quickly.
Wes caught a tree kangaroo – Dogs started barking on the way to the cave and they
trapped a tree kangaroo up in a tree. All Wes had to do was chop down the tree to
get it.
21 Dec: Korabo 2
Very heavy rain each night, affected our sleep a little due to vibrations off the
hammocks.
Eoghan has been designated camp chef.
The route to this one was fairly hard work – a tricky cliff path which took ages to
progress as the lads had to clear it for us.
Huge entrance in massive doline - 15m abseil into the pot onto descending climb
down on a boulder choke. Axel had dropped his GPS down into the pot so we were
lucky enough to be able to find it in one piece. Lots of digging and boulder pushing
done in this one to get as far as we could. Definitely diggable.
22 Dec:
Wes asked if it would be OK to have a rest day in camp as another cave option was
too far away for a day trip and they would prefer to spend time to cut a track for
tomorrow’s cave instead. Worked well as we had a chance to finish survey write ups
Climbed nearby mountain to get mobile reception, brownie points for Seamus being
able to text the missus!!
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First aid work; treating 1 machete chopped finger on a young girl and a chopped big
toe on one of the elders, lots of blood but interesting seeing the home made
bandaging created by the tribe using mosses and grass.
23 Dec: Korabo 3
Wesley (guide) spent much of his time killing tree kangaroos (Koasu) on this trip.
Axel got a leech in his eye down by the river, removed quite brutally by the lads using
a leaf and muddy hands. Axel’s eye was a bit blurry for a day or so afterwards
Another massive doline, this time requiring a 5-10m climb down with slings and a tree
to get into the Doline.
Large cave entrance at either side of the doline, both closing down quite quickly.
Locals used to come to bathe in the water in one of the caves which was rumoured to
have magical healing powers. People haven’t been there in generations though.
On the way back to camp, we passed 2 pots which were dropped but didn’t go
anywhere. An ‘expedition’ rebelay failed due to shit rock in one pot, I saw Eoghan
plummeting down the pitch. Thankfully the rest of the rigging held up and he was ok,
other than two nice big scars to show for his troubles!
Headed back to village 23 Dec.
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Aileen Brown

19 Dec: Walk to Oluku camp
Joe, whose home Kuseo was, was our main guide to Keani, along with his niece
Jacklyn. As tribal leader, the land we were going to explore was mainly in his care.
We took a number of guides with us, to carry food and gear, and their families also
came along for the trip. The tribe hadn’t been to Keani in a nearly a generation, and a
number of families wanted to see the area, replant more sago, and hunt for game.
We started about 8am in the morning, having lightened our bags considerably after
the badly-judged Nasei to Keuso walk. It was warm going, until it started raining
about 12pm, when we got soaked, and quickly thereafter, leeched. In total we walked
about 4km to Oluku, but it took 8 hours – we climbed over hills and down ridges, and
negotiated narrow rock ledges and tree trunk bridges. I remember looking ahead to
see what was next, only to see Kayleigh’s head pooping up through the tree cover. It
turned out that a severely angled 35⁰ tree bridge was next. We also stopped for
about an hour for a ‘top of the hill’ welcoming ceremony, as we were the first white
people to walk that land. We arrived at Oluku (which was rock shelter) to find one of
the guides having a shower – the main water source for the camp was surface water
which ran off the top of the escarpment, down a massive tree root and ‘showered’
down 10m metres below. It was an exceptionally pleasant place to wash, aside from
having to be on leech watch while you did so.
20 Dec Napi & Aluku caves
We headed out about 8am to Napi cave, about 20 minutes’ walk from the camp. It
had a very impressive large shakehole entrance. Downstream quickly sumped into a
small hole. Steve double checked it was actually a sump by stripping down to his
underwear and climbing in to have a poke about with his feet. Apparently he didn’t
want to get his suit wet, which given that ‘wet’ defined the vast majority of our days,
was rather self-defeating.
Upstream led to an open air canyon, then progressed to a high level phreatic which
broke back into daylight after about 20m, and sloped back up into the jungle.
Unfortunately, even though it was a fairly short cave, we’d no idea were in the jungle
it brought us back out to in relation to the main entrance, so we turned around and
headed back out the shakehole.
While Kayleigh and I prepped lunch, Steve and Nick headed off to check out Aluku 1,
around the other side of the shakehole from the camp. It turned out to be a rock
shelter. After lunch, Nick, Steve and I headed over to Aluku 2, a slightly further 20minute walk away. The cave entrance was very impressive, a massive shakehole,
with a steeply descending boulder slope. The way on was at the right-hand side of
the shakehole (facing in), down a very slippy calcite climb, which we rigged. The
cave ended pretty shortly after that, in high level phreatic breakdown.
The original plan had been to spend another day in Aluku, however, the caving
potential didn’t seem that great, and there was only one other cave the tribe definitely
knew was there. We had been hearing report from our guides that the people sent
ahead to prepare Keani camp had found a large drafting cave with ‘mist rising out of
it’. With this in mind, we decided to pack up a day early and take in the final cave on
our way to Keani. Jacklyn’s mother, Packusi was one of the few people who knew
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where the caves in the area were, and along with Jacklyn’s father and a few of the
younger guys, had left Keuso the day before us to prepare Keanu camp, clear trails
and find the caves.
21 Dec Oluku to Keani camp
Awanatiki cave was about 1.5 hours walk from the camp, on the way to Keani. The
cave had two parts – a small stream passage of circa 20m in length, which closed up
before a waterfall, and the larger downstream cave, after the waterfall. The entrance
to the downstream part was massive – a large sloping boulder slope lead down to the
streamway. The way on was to the left of the cave, there were two routes – high level
through the calcite and low level through the streamway. Both led to a massive, very
decorated chamber, which then closed up. There were two obvious leads in the
chamber, although both were small in dimension. One lead closed up after about 5m
squeezing through boulders, the other ended in a diggable boulder choke about after
about 8m climb / squeeze through and then down some rather questionable
boulders. Steve stepped up to the plate on that one.
We surveyed out from the cave in about an hour, packed up our gear and continued
our walk to Keani. We arrived about 3pm, after stopping for a wash and water in the
streamway a 30 minute walk from the camp. Unfortunately, just after our wash, it
started to rain torrentially, so while we were doubly clean, our boots were soaked,
and the leeches came out, both of which were continuing themes for Keani camp.
22 Dec: Keani Cave
As it turns out, the tribe couldn’t find the huge cave the older members remembered
seeing decades before. Instead, during their efforts, they found another huge cave,
which they very excitedly took us to the day after were arrived. The cave was about
an hour’s walk from camp. We arrived there at circa 8.30am. The entrance shakehole
was indeed massive – a deep vertical scar in the limestone which took some time to
rig due to the poor quality of the limestone. We had high hopes for the cave, which
were inflamed further at the bottom of the first pitch – it opened up into a massive
chamber which seemed to be continuing on through the inky darkness.
Unfortunately, it wasn’t. The way on was a squeeze behind nasty muddy rock,
followed by a nasty tight pitch head, then a climb and a dead end in a decent-sized,
but very muddy chamber. We dug at the bottom of the chamber for about 45 minutes,
to see if it would be easy to push through past the choked-up muddy boulder pile,
which it wasn’t without a crowbar, which we’d left in Fogo to conserve weight and
space.
We surveyed out of the cave, and I’d the pleasure of de-rigging. Of course, by the
time 3 other people had gone up the pitches, the leeches had followed the smell of
food and had congregated round the pitch heads, which made de-rigging particularly
unpleasant. We packed up our gear and started walking back to the cave about 6pm,
which meant that we end up walking in dusk. But, on the bright side we thought, at
least we’d missed the usual afternoon downpour. Unfortunately not, it rained for
about 45 minutes of the walk back, and once more, we got soaked.
23 Dec: Itona Cave, Orchid Cave, Gear wash
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We headed out to Itona Cave after breakfast; the walk took about 45 minutes. The
cave entrance was a fairly small (by PNG standards) slot in the side of the hill. Nick
decided to sit the cave out, and rest up in the sun on the surface, while Steve rigged,
and Kayleigh and I followed him in. The entrance chamber was fairly round, and
sloped down to a smallish hole (yet again by PNG standards). The cave had a very
Alpine feel and, given how all of the massive caves we’d explored to date had ended
very quickly, we were cautiously hopefully that the small size of Itona might be a
good thing. The first pitch was about 20m, followed by a squeeze, and then a shorter
10m sloping pitch, which ended in a pool of water. So unfortunately, it seemed that
small caves were also not that viable on the Plateau. We had the cave surveyed and
de-rigged by lunch-time.
Faced with no more known caves in the area, and rather disappointed by our
explorations to date, we decided to be productive and head down to the stream to
wash the gear we’d filthied in Keani and Itona. On the way out of camp, we walked
by a piece of foliage that decided to start chatting to us. It turned out to be one of our
guides Albert. He had built a bird blind that morning, disguised it, and was planning to
stay there until he attracted some birds and shot them (with his bow and arrow) for
dinner. We spent about an hour and a half at the stream, packed up the now clean
gear, collected some water and headed back to camp. On the way back, Albert
pooped out of his hide to show us the two birds he’d caught, and headed back the
rest of the way to the village with us. Later on that evening, the true sort of his day’s
hunting came to light. One of the other guides, Nick, heard bird sing from the bush,
and, also wanting to catch some dinner, called back to it, to track it and catch it.
Albert had his bow and arrow pointed out ready to shoot when, just in time, he
realised it wasn’t a bird he’d lured to his hide, but Nick.
We were starting to prepare dinner when Albert mentioned that he’d come across
another cave earlier that day, very close to the village. Steve and I packed up some
gear and headed over to look at it, while Nick and Kayleigh started dinner. The cave
was about 10 minutes’ walk from the camp, down a steep wooded slope. The
entrance was a low wide slot, which opened into small a drippy chamber that
overhung a larger chamber, visible below. We rigged a rope for access to the lower
chamber, and Steve went down to check it out, while I unsuccessfully tried fending
off the mosquitos. The cave dead-ended in that chamber, but it was very pretty. On
his way back up, so we could start surveying in, one of the rather tenuous anchors
for the handline broke, and dropped Steve about a metre. Our enthusiasm now even
more muted, we decided a grade 3 drawing would do, packed up our stuff and
headed back to camp. We asked Albert what the name of the cave was, for our
notes. He said it was unnamed, so we asked him to name it, which he was delighted
about, but rather stumped about what it should be called. Traditionally the Kosuans
name caves after the local are or feature – the former was already taken, and there
wasn’t really any of the later. I suggested that he name the cave after something he
liked – like Butterflies. Apparently it wasn’t an impressive enough cave to warrant that
name, so instead he called it after his second favourite thing – Orchids.
24 Dec: Keani to Kabeleki
Our guides (Joe and Jacklyn) suggested that we stop off at Kabaleki camp on the
way to Keuso, to break up what they felt would be a long walk for us. As it turned out,
Kabaleki was an easy (and slowed paced) 2 hour walk away from Keani, and Keuso
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was only another 2.5 hours past that. However, at the time we didn’t know this, so we
concurred. This turned out to be a good thing in the end, as we explored the most
promising cave of our trip there.
Kabaleki was much drier than Keani, and pleasantly warm. It was my favourite camp
of the trip. We had ample room to set up our hammocks, and plenty of trees to pick
from. The only downside was that it had a very poor water source. The water needed
to be gathered from a small and worryingly still pond about 15 minutes from the
camp. The tribe hadn’t been there in a number of years, so they spent a bit of time
putting the hunting shelter in order – re-roofing, laying reeds for beds etc. They spent
of the rest of the afternoon checking the local sago planation, and hunting, and
collecting greens, both of which they were very successful at. The hunting netted a
few tree squirrels, ground fowl eggs and tree grub – all of which we got to try. The
Kuasu (tree squirrel) was our second of the trip, and was distinctly gamey. It was a
nursing mother, so we speculated that maybe the odd taste was to do with
hormones. I wasn’t keen on my bit, which seemed the most gamey, so Nick took it off
my hand and chewed away at it. The ground fowl eggs tasty rather fishy and rubbery,
and the tree grub was surprisingly tasty – crisp (from cooking) on the outside and
sweetly starchy on the inside.
Over dinner that evening, Joe mentioned that there was a cave a short walk from
camp. Although rather disheartened by our explorations to date, we decided the good
caver thing to do was to take a look at it before heading on to Keuso. Steve was
feeling particularly unenthusiastic, but did muster himself to pack the caving gear
while Kayleigh and I held clinic and Nick sorted dinner.
25 Dec: Kabaleki Cave, Walk to Keuso & Christmas celebrations
Over breakfast Steve decided that he wasn’t going to go caving – his feet were sore
from the beginnings of foot rot, and with a potentially long walk to Keuso, followed by
a longer walk to Fogo the next day, he decided to rest up. Albert showed Nick,
Kayleigh and me to the cave, a short 15-minute walk from camp. The entrance was a
fairly large shakehole, which extended back into a small chamber. The way on was a
vertical drop through very constricting flowstone. Nick (being the skinniest) went first,
and set about rigging, only to discover that an unenthusiastic caver doesn’t pack
particularly well for an exploration trip. There was no rope protector in the bag, and
we needed about 3 just to get past the pitch head. We improvised with one of the
Lomo bags, and Nick headed on. The pitch dropped into a massive chamber, and
Nick needed to put in 2 rebelays to safety get to the bottom with the rope still intact.
The final pitch dropped into a large chamber, with gour pools.
There were 2 obvious leads off from the passage, so we split up to check them out.
Nick and Kayleigh checked out the level passage branching off to the length, and left
it as an ongoing lead. I climbed down the right-hand lead, which had looked less
promising, but which opened up into a maze of passages, with at least 3 further
pitches to drop at various point in the cave. Unfortunately, an unenthusiastic caver
tends not to pack much rope or rigging gear, so we were all out by the time we got to
the bottom of the entrance pitch. We started to survey out of the cave, only to have
Nick bail on us about 20 minutes in, when the gamey Kuasu decided to wreak havoc
on his digestive system. Which left Kayleigh and me to slowly survey the maze of
passages, and wonder if he’d made it through the pitch head without an accident. We
were late getting out of the cave – we’d planned to be packed up before 1pm and
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start walking before 2pm, however, being 2 men down, and with a horrible pitch head
to navigate, we weren’t out until 1.30pm.
We packed up, had lunch and left for Keuso at 3:00pm. The walk down was fairly
pleasant for jungle trekking and we arrived in Keuso by 5.30pm. Our wonderfully
clean(er) and dry spare clothes awaited us, along with some spare bits of food the
guys had left us.
We set about preparing our Christmas celebration – a spam, cabbage and sweet
potato hash, followed by biscuits and chocolate sauce. It made a fabulous change
from rice!
26 Dec: Keuso to Fogo
We were delayed setting out from Keuso by being asked to host an impromptu
medical clinic just after breakfast. Some of the girls who’d travelled with us had told
their friends in Keuso that we would look at their injuries, and brought them to us for
treatment. Joe’s father also came over, with an incredibly septic foot that Seamus
had been treating before he left. We got everyone treated by 9am, and waved
goodbye to Keuso. The walk back to Fogo took about 5 hours. Our guides took us
back via the longer, but (for us) easier route of a dry streambed. We enjoined the
jungle trail and near Nasei camp we bumped into Una, Brian and Jack heading out to
Hayamene. This necessitated a sit down hot lunch and catch-up, before we
continued on our separate ways. We arrived back at Captain Jack’s home about
5.30pm, where we were greeted by Paul, and we promptly took our boots off and put
our feet up.
27 Dec: Wash day and relaxing day
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Kayleigh Gilkes

29 Dec: Walk to Obote Camp, Mefon Karisine & Meape Caves
4 hour walk from Fogo passing Willy’s family home on the hill - nice views.
Jack and Steve went to Mefon Karisine on the way to the camp, missing the opening
ceremony. It was a return visit for Steve, as Mefon Karisine was explored in 2011
when a small draughting lead was left in a calcite constriction. The guys spent an
hour bashing calcite to allow human-sized access. Eventually the smaller of the two
squeezed through, and was able to widen an alternative wet squeeze from the other
side. The cave continued upstream to a 4-metre climb, followed by more climbs,
squeezes and crawls to break through rocks into the lush green of the jungle, further
up the slope from the entrance.
Meanwhile, the rest of the group were welcomed at the camp with bilum bags and
chanting. Once they'd dropped their gear off at camp, the guys went to Meape Cave,
a stream cave with a resurgence and a collapsed shakehole. The cave continued
beyond the shakehole but was not explored due to time pressure.
30 Dec: Alogomaiu Cave & Siamoti Cave
Alogomaiu was 2.5 hours walk from camp. Abseiled down the cliff into gorge.
Upstream not surveyed. Surveyed downstream - passed through large bat filled
chambers and small wet crawls to re-emerge on the other side of the pinnacle. Very
nice gours. The cave had multiple small passages which led to the surface.
31 Dec: Seckenemo Cave & Keatebei Cave, Return to Fogo
Seckenamo - 1 hour walk from camp. Eoghan (in his pants) and Kayleigh sketched
Seckenamo. The cave was a large tunnel, with a rounded roof, and lots of swift’s
nests. The stream intersected the passage and the cave extends to daylight in both
directions. 2 dry crawls were explored (by Kayleigh) - one become too small to push,
the other linked back to the upstream passage.
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Claire Dunphy

26th Dec
Team of 5 leave village and head to Natapere Camp. On route to the camp, we spent
the first night at Dan’s house, which was like Paradise.
27th Dec
The next day we headed off to Natapere camp, which was a short walk from Dan’s
house. Natapere 1 cave was the cave explored by Tim Fogg and Dan back in the
days of the 2008 BBC visit. News of this cave was one of the reasons that the PNG
2011 expedition team came to PNG. It has a very impressive entrance, and the plan
was to camp just in front of it. Unfortunately, after about 300m the limit of the cave
was reached.
28th Dec
The following day Natapere 2 (Dan’s River Cave) was surveyed and photographed.
This was of a similar size to Natapere 1, but was an active river cave and was much
more complex and interesting. That same day Furakepo Kari was surveyed to a
length of 90m.
29th Dec
Furakepo Lulu was surveyed and photographed and was about 150m long, which
ended in a sump. By early afternoon we were done and there were no more caves to
visit within close proximity to the area.
30th Dec – Returned to village
.
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Brían MacCoitir

26 Dec: Fogo to Hayamene
We started out from Fogo about 11am, stopped for lunch with the returning Keani
group about 1pm, and arrived at Hayamene in the early evening (circa 4.5 hours
walk). Myself, Eoghan and Jack decided to go into Hayamene for a look before
starting surveying the next day. Jack wanted to take photos and Eoghan and I
wanted to pick up the last survey point and explore on into the cave. We ventured
downstream past the last survey point for about 200m, the passage was very big and
kept going. We deviated off from the main streamway at this point to take a look at
the tall canyon side passage that joined the main passage. It kept going, and, as we
were running out of time, we turned around and headed out.
27 Dec: Hayamene
The following morning the 4 of us went back in; Jack to continue taking photos, Una
did the book and Eoghan and I worked the instruments. We headed upstream and
surveyed back from the sump, tying in the entrance passage along the way. The
cave progressed through to fossil chamber and exited in the doline about 110 metres
downstream from the entrance tie-in. We took this to be the second entrance that
Jock had spotted on his last trip. We climbed up out of the entrance, which was a 2m
x 0.5m slot in the floor of a deep depression. Unfortunately, we couldn’t find a way
out of the depression that didn't involve vertically climbing up the wall. The base of
the depression was crossed with deep ravines and was generally overgrown with
jungle. We climbed into and out of a number of ravines in order to get across the
depression but eventually turned back. We were on the surface for maybe an hour
without making any progress or knowing where we were in relation to the main
entrance and camp.
We then came back to where we'd noticed a junction, and started surveying down a
large side passage that kept going. We left it as a major lead to come back to, as we
needed to pack up camp and walk back to Fogo.
As a general point, the camp was fun as the local guides left us to our own devices.
We again had the fun and games with the hammocks with Eoghan and Jack sharing
a rock but it not working for them. I was slung over a pointy rock but couldn’t pad it as
the arse of the hammock was nearly touching it. Una stayed high and was grand.
The locals cut a few big leaves and made a bed inside the cave.
28 Dec
The second team returned to Hayamene camp to finish off exploring and surveying
the remaining leads in Hayamene. On route they surveyed Satoro cave.
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29 Dec
Main passageway surveyed, plus the inlet which branched off just before the sump.
30 Dec
We checked out the passage we’d seen the main streamway head off to. Also
checked out a small junction further back in the cave. It ended in a fantastic 60m
round chamber. Nothing going off from it, aside from a small sump.
31 Dec: Natene Cave, walk back to Fogo
Minor inlet of Natene was surveyed. Head back to Fogo for New Year’s Eve
celebrations, plus sing-sing on New Year ’s Day.
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Accounts, Papua New Guinea 2015
Group Logistics and Travel1
Road Transport, Mount Hagen to Mendi
Charter flight return, Mendi to Fogoma’iu
Road Transport, Mendi to Mount Hagen
Mount Hagen Accomodation outbound
Mendi Accomodation
Fogoma’iu Accomodation
Mount Hagen Accomodation return bound
Satphones and other phones

Accounts

£

Total £
9,179

171
6,867
185
488
417
464
303
284

Australian Guide’s Costs
Flight Cairns to Mount Hagen
Fees

403
3,104

Caving Costs
Cave access fees
Local guide & porter fees
Rope and other caving equipment2, 3

444
1,474
203

Food
Dining in Mount Hagen
Dining in Mendi
Food for Fogoma’iu
Camping Equipment2
Water purification
Charging and power
Hardware and Miscellaneous

3,507

2,121

1,279
238
118
923
1,204
242
520
442

First Aid Equipment

276

Gifts and Donations to Village
Gifts
Donation

162
63
99

Currency Conversion Costs

452

Total Cost
Less funding received
SUI
Ghar Parau
Fundraising
Net Cost1, 2
Cost per person1, 2

18,180
3,763
2,409
450
904
14,417
1,030
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Notes
1. Costs exclude personal costs for travel from home country to Mount Hagen
(average additional ~£1,500 per person).
2. Costs exclude purchase of personal caving and camping equipment.
3. Most caving equipment was provided by the Shannon Group, or personally by
team members.
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ITEM
Rice
Pasta
Chic Peas
Lentils
Cocoa Powder
Sugar
Sultanas, Dried fruit
Walnuts
Almonds
Powdered Milk
Custard
Oats
Oil
Coffee
Tinned fruit
Honey
Jam
Peanut Butter
Tomato Paste
Coconut Milk
Condensed Milk
Flour
Toilet Paper
Packet Soup
Meat biscuits
Corned Beef
Tinned Mackrel
Tinned Tuna
Chicken Flavoured Packet Noodles
Biscuits (treats)
VEG
Carrots
Beans
Cabbage
Sweet Potato
SPICES
Pepper
Ginger
Chili Flakes
Garam Masala
Salt
Garlic Powder
Chili Powder
Curry Powder
Cardemon Powder
COOKING EQUIPMENT
Washing Basin
Large pot with lid
Small pot with lid
Serving spoons

Food Inventory

UNIT
TOTAL
kg
95
kg
15
kg
6.5
kg
5
packet
4
packet
4
packet
6
packet
2
packet
1
packet
36
packet
8
kg
10
L
3
tin
2
tins
8
tub
6
jar
8
jar
jar
15
tin
8
tin
4
kg
2
rolls
66
sachets
72
packet
72
tin
23
tin
24
tin
18
packet
146
packet
8
-

42
4
10
90

packet
packet
packet
packet
packet
packet
packet
packet
packet

2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2

-

2
4
2
4
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Publicity and Articles

Pre-Expedition Fundraising Events
1. Undiscovered Ireland Talk Series (2 events in Queen’s University Belfast)
2. “A Journey to the Bottom of the World” talk (Galway Mayo IT, Castlebar)
Publications and Articles
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Descent Magazine
Darkness Below UK (online)
MPOWERED sponsor company website extracts
Irish Times Article
Evros Company Website
ESB SOLAS Company website

Presentations and Talks
1. Eurospeleo 2016
2. SUICRO 2016
3. Irish Student Caving Forum 2016
Other Events
1. Outsider Awards Ceremony, Dublin (Award Nominee)

Undiscovered Ireland

Queen’s University Belfast Caving Club invites you to join us for an evening
with Tim Fogg and Iain Miller, two of Ireland's most prolific outdoor
adventure professionals offering insights into their pioneering exploration
careers.

_____________________

Tim Fogg – ‘Rope Work’ Thursday Nov 19th 7.30pm
Iain Miller – ‘Jacobs Ladder’ Thursday Nov 26th 7.30pm
Venue: Queens University Belfast, MBC LT1, Lisburn Road
_____________________
Speleological Union of Ireland www.caving.ie, QUBCC http://caving.club.qub.ac.uk/, Rope Access Specialists http://
www.ropeaccessspecialists.co.uk/, Unique Ascent http://www.uniqueascent.ie/
£5 entry fee or donation of your choice in support of the Irish 2015 Papua New Guinea Expedition http://www.caving.ie/wp/

Undiscovered Ireland
Tim Fogg – ‘Rope Work’
Thursday NOV 19th 7.30pm

Iain Miller – ‘Jacobs Ladder’
Thursday NOV 26th 7.30pm

Queen’s University Belfast Caving Club
An Autumn Lecture Series of Discovery and Adventure
Venue: Queens University Belfast, MBC LT1, Lisburn Road

£5 entry fee or donation of your choice in support of the Irish 2015 Papua New Guinea Expedition

GMIT Mayo Campus presents:

A journey to the bottom of the
world.
The descent of Krubera-Voronja: the Deepest Cave in the World.

By Eoghan Mullan.
The purpose of the talk is to raise awareness and funding for a month long
Irish Caving Expedition to Papua New Guinea in December 2015. There will
short discussion/ slideshow after the main talk about the forth coming
expedition. There will be a donation bucket just inside the door. Your help and
support is very welcome.

Date: 19 Nov Time: 8pm Venue: P002 Mayo Campus

1 of 7

Welcome to the Jungle Cave Explorers in Papua
New Guinea
Monday 06 June 2016

In December of 2015, an Irish-led team of 14 cave explorers went on an expedition
to Papua New Guinea’s Southern Highlands province to map the caves and
underground rivers of a truly remarkable place: Mount Bosavi – a completely
unexplored (and thankfully extinct) volcano. A future UNESCO World Heritage
site, Mount Bosavi is one of the last remaining wild places on earth. However, the
cavers didn’t go alone. Though cargo was limited, they brought along as many
Luci lights as they could carry.
Why? Two reasons:

To help them explore the cave systems
More importantly, to give out to the local Kosua, who live a week’s trek away from the
nearest town and have zero access to electricity.
The following is team leader Stephen Read’s account of the expedition.

Mount Bosavi lies in the heart of the pristine Great Papuan Plateau rainforest of
the Kikori River Basin. At about 4 km wide and 1 km deep, it’s home to a great
number of species previously unknown to science until fairly recently.
It took 18 months to prepare for the trip. As most of our route was inaccessible by
road, we often travelled by small charter planes. The [nal leg to Fogomai-iu
village had us landing onto a grass airstrip.

Fogomai-iu village is located on the eastern slopes of the volcano. Because of their
remote location, the Kosua who call Fogomai-iu home have lived in complete
isolation from the outside world for almost all of their existence. While it’s
impossible to generalize an entire community, we found them to be
overwhelmingly friendly, welcoming and proud of their history with a deep
knowledge and respect for their surrounding environment.

The tribal landowners welcomed us onto their lands with a “sing sing,” a genuine
gesture of friendship and promised hospitality often performed as a
peacekeeping ritual between neighboring tribes. Kitted out in ceremonial dress
made from feathers, animal hides and forest grasses, the men painted their
bodies, sang and danced to the rhythm of Kundu drums.
While the aim of our expedition was primarily exploratory, our other key goal
was to help our hosts as best as we could. The lush equatorial climate provides
ample food, but the same can’t be said of electricity, medical or educational
supplies. The terrain is remote and hostile – the nearest town is a week’s trek
away, necessarily on foot – and the Kosua receive virtually no outside support
from the government or NGO’s.

Due to weight restrictions, we were really limited in what we
could carry into the jungle, but the small, lightweight Luci
lights made a huge diberence to local families. Our own served
us well, illuminating camps at nights, evening data
compilation, the occasional medical problem, dinner
preparations and even a ‘sing sing’ or two…

We split into small teams and hiked for hours through dense
rainforest to get to the cave sites. The caves were all spectacular, some
of which were big enough to ey an airplane through, some with
underground lakes, most a habitat for birds and giant fruit bats
(called eying foxes), and all of course featuring stalagmites, stalactites
and other spectacular cave formations.

Over Christmas and the new year, we pushed as far as we could, high
into the dense uninhabited forest on the Darai Plateau. We surveyed a
total of over 8 kilometer’s worth of unexplored passages, 36 caves and
over 20 undocumented cave systems, and we’re still barely scratching
the surface. Happily, we managed to avoid any signi[cant sicknesses
or injuries. We can’t wait to go back!
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Irish Caving Expedition to Papua New Guinea, December 2015, by Seamus
Breathnach
A trip to Papua New Guinea might
seem like an unusual way to spend the
Christmas holidays, a long way from
the turkey, ham and hot toddies. I
joined a caving club when I was in
college in DCU back in 1997 and since
then have pursued it as a hobby,
building experience over the years with
other cavers around the country and
overseas. In December 2011 I was
th
fortunate to be part of a team of seven The team departing the village, 4 January 2016
cave explorers from Ireland who visited the lands of the Kosua tribe in the remote
village of Fogomai’yu, deep in the jungles of the Pacific Island of Papua New Guinea
(PNG). The visit was a reconnaissance expedition in search of unexplored caves
around the foothills of the extinct volcano Mt. Bosavi, hoping to yield lengthy cave
systems worthy of a full scale exploratory expedition. The expedition was a success
and our small team surveyed (mapped) 24 caves totaling 6.7 kilometers in length, all
within a 15km radius of the village but still in the relative lowlands of Mt. Bosavi.
In December 2015, for three and a half weeks over Christmas, we brought a larger
Irish expedition team of 15 cavers,
consisting of nine men and six
women, to the region to further our
exploration. This was an
exploratory expedition; it’s all
completely voluntary and pursued
in our spare time. It took 18
months of logistical planning
between team members to
prepare for the journey. Most of
our route is inaccessible by road
Helictite cave formations discovered in the first week so air travel is essential, our
destination isn’t served by any
commercial flights so it is necessary to charter a small aircraft for the final leg onto
the grass airstrip of Fogomai’yu village. We were going to places in the rainforest
where no white man has been before and exploring caves where no man had ever
gone before. It’s the draw of looking into the darkness or around a corner and
wondering “what’s down there”, knowing that you and your mates will be the first to
explore and chart it…We were going up onto the Darai Plateau which reaches
almost 800 m above sea level, is uninhabited and is covered in dense rainforest. The
Plateau hadn’t been visited by tribespeople in over a generation when their

ancestors hid there to flee the “fighting white man” during Word War II. The area is
also on the tentative list for Unesco World Heritage status, it is immensely beautiful
and relatively untouched by man.
Daily we split into small teams and
hiked for hours through the dense
rainforest to get to cave sites. The
tribal land owners would welcome
us with a “sing sing” onto their lands,
kitted out in ceremonial dress made
from feathers, animal hides and
grasses from the forest. The men
would paint their bodies red, with the
occasional streak of black and
white. They would sing and dance to
Ceremonial welcome “sing sing” by the Kosua tribe
the rhythm of Kundu drums and
chant to the spirits to welcome us, to take care of us, as we were their friends. A truly
humbling experience and one that can make the hairs stand on the back of your
neck when witnessed for the first time.
The caves were spectacular, some were big enough to fly an airplane through, some
with underground lakes, most were a habitat for giant fruit bats (flying foxes) and
birds, and all were well decorated with stalagmites, stalactites, helictites and other
cave formations. We explored 36 caves, totaling over 8km in surveyed length and we
pushed further than we had expected into the wilderness of the Darai Plateau,
definitely meeting all of our objectives.
As a developing country, the crime rate in PNG is considered to be amongst the
highest in the world so an extra
degree of caution is required in
the planning stages to ensure
everyone gets around safely.
While we all got the usual cuts,
bruises and blisters from being
in the bush, we managed to
avoid foot-rot which we all got
on the 2011 expedition. A few
team members suffered from
exhaustion and overheating at
the beginning of the trip but
Walofani River Cave, 2km from the village
quickly acclimatised to the
elements. Any injuries were thankfully relatively minor with the worst being riddled
with mosquito bites and two team members finding leeches in their eyeballs, which is
simultaneously horrifying and hilarious to witness. Overall a great trip and many
thanks to Evros for supporting me and the team in pursuing this expedition.

